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buildings mil ';ould laugh nt their being 
called ' reposit^'V-ie3". ” In the same 
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tvlaw, especially industrial law, which regulates 
rights and remedies of the working class, unfamiliar 
with the sophistications of definitions and- shower of deciSx 
unable to secure expert legal opinion, what with poverty 
pricing them opt of the justice raa'^ket and denying them the 
staying power/to withstand the multi-decked litigative proce 
de facto denies social justice if legal drafting is 
vagarious, definitions indefinite and court rulings contra
dictory. Is it possible, that the legislative ch<arabers are 
too praoccupied with othu'^ pressing business to listen to 
court signals calling for clarificatien of ambiguous ci.ius 
-A careful, prompt amendment of Sec. 2(j) would have 
empted this'd^'cket erpl'^sion bauoT’e tT'^ibunels and ' 
courts. This Court, perhaps mo'^e than tha legislative and 
Executive branches, is deeply concerned x/ith law’s delays <and 
to devise a p-oompt delivery system of social justice.

9
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Back to th;, single problem of thorny simplicity; what 
is an ' industry' ? Historicall.y speaking, this Indian st.atute 
has its beginning.s in hust^aiia, even as th; bulk of our 
corp^us juris, with a colonial flabour, is a ca-i-bon copy 
of English law. Thersfr-r-.o,, in in teru’^etation , we ma’o seek 
light f ustrala sielly, ana so it i" that she p-f-ecadents

a s

■J \ ;i :
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English dictionaries. But 
in low ana sbcic'Cv, is atte 
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the chance of .■ponfustion from tha crop of cases in an 
the common men has to understand and apply the 

ble tli'it ther^ should be a conpr'ahensivs, 
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Industrial Disputes let as it now
■we think it necessary to pl-GJce 

Chief Justice for consi- 
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area where 
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stands. Therefore,
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deration b.y o larger Bench. 
Parliament d-^es n''t '’ct, thi 
the tieilight .area of law and 
community c3''’ry on smo'-jhly.

help t h

is an industry?

" industry" means -.iny .business, trade, 
manufacture or calling of employers and 
calling, service, emplaymrt, hnndicraft, 
occupation or avocuGion of workmen:"

callin
unci (i-” taking, 
includes any 

01' indu3t’>-i<al

let us put it plain. Th: canons o 
thut we must read th-5 statut:. aa 
■end a holistic per-sp'active of I'b. 
historical background, objects -rd 
th o'ug h t-w .ays, p pu 1 ■: r gj u 1 : ; i ■ n d i n
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not absolutely oiiiding,' a^'.3 aids u asccT^tain meaning.

are we writing on a t.3bula yasa. Since Ban am j e a, decided a 
■'ee span of years ago, wae have' a heavy ha'-vest of 

’industr-y’ ard ’we have so ba guided by '■ 
variorum of crite-:"_.j stated 'bh-w-’afn, as fur as, possible, ■ 
not spT^’ing a creative surprise on the industrial community 

a stroke of freak originality.

virile
No-o ar'3 we writing on 
silver jubilev span of 
rulings on vjh.at i-s an 
ths 
and 
by

*
-Another sobering’sign . . In a u'orld of retbitivity where 

Icow and life interlace, a search fo--:’ absolutes i-s.a self
condemned exercise, f Legal concepts, ergo, •are relativist, 
and to _ miss- this -'•ul-e o.f ch-ange . and' developmental st.-ge is to 
interpret oneself into e^or. - ■

The functional focus of this 
the social persp-ec'divc of Part IV 
us to.hold that fche lual goals of 
workers.'J t

Yst t thi^d signpost, 
industr-ial legislation and 
of the paramount Lavj d-^ive 
the let ar5 contentment of
and judicial int jT-’pretation should 

not their furstretion . 
a construction 'vhero,

■ b.e ihe end the
_ i ■-■’ K j lU : i •' Vw i. J tj ■ -' L J .■ ■ i J J. . • • 

39 and 43.

fulfilment, i 
must receiV'3 
tbought must

-Ar tides 38^

and peace 3-n the indust-^.y 
ba geared;to- their

A crker-oriented statute
cancG?otually, the kGj'nato 
0 f^rnriTjn i 'bh'?

.Q't’-’

Xi -
A look at the definition, dictionary in hand, decisions 

in head and Gonstitution at h-sart, leads to some spre 
charact'eristiesgof an ' industry’ , narrowing down tha twilit 
zon-3 of turbid controv-erys. An industry is a continuity, is ar, 
organized activity, is a punpos-eful pursuit—n ot any., isolated 

adventure,' d-esultory excursion or..casual, fleoting engagsment 
motivslessly -undertaken. -Such.is the c emraon -feature of , a. trad-- , 
husiness, calling, mjnufacture-mechanical or handicraft- ..
based- service, em<f)loym3’nt, industrial occupation or 
avocation. Pof those who know English and. arc •rn.ot given 
to the luisury. of spli tti ng .seraan tied hairs, . thi s eon elusion 
argues itself, The expressien-'-undertaking' ■'cannot be torn 

of.f' the words v;hose com.pany it keeps. . If birds of a-~feathcr 
flock together and nosciture a sociis is a coramonsanse guide

tC' consturction, ' undertaking’ must b-e read down to conferr: 
to the resti'ictive cha-^acteristic sha-r'cd by the society of 
words befoT’; .-^nd after. Nobody will torture 'undetaking*' in 
Section., ?( j) to naan med it at i<:''n or musheirc v/hich arc 
spiritual’ and aesthetic undertakings. Wide meanings must 
ill in line .and discordance must be excluded f'-om a sound 
system. P^r’on .fa lef^e'^ 8''iLS, beyond, this
limited criteri on has passed 'insist.2r .and we s-e-; n •') rea-son, 
after -all the m ^^athon of a-^gunent, to■ shift fr on this 
position.

Likewise, an 'inHust-^y' c.annot axisf without 
co-operative ende.av-ou-^ between emuloy.jr and employ we. No 
employer, no industT^y; n o ■ ,snploy-;e, n.'o industry - .-.nof' as a
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dogmatic proposition in -conomics but ns an articular?^ 
major premise of the definition .gnl th; scheme or tne Act 
and as a necessary postulate of industri.?! disputes ano. 
statutory resolution there-of.

but geared to urtilitifcs 
Al^* in this mundane 

u 'si 1 i ti e s - 'ca t e li a 1
' flights nor 
tonal focus of 

temporal utilities, no. statutory 
If so.ci sty, in its advance, 

larities ano. assigns values to them, 
sue?:, collective good . Tod,: 

of pragmatic law of West .nu.'i 
material , not ethereal

An industry is not a-. fut?.li 
in which the community has. cone; r’l, 
world where law lives now, sconom.nc 
goods and services, not tra.nscend'^ 
intangible aichievements- are the funct: 
industry, therefore, no temporal utilities, 
industry, is axiomatic. If so. ci sty, in its advance 
experiences subtler re 
j uri'sprudence ma y reach out to 
not tomorrow, is the first charge 
heritage. So we 
end products.

are confined to

V J

This much flows from a p. 
and .provision o?" nn n n. ^l.a ti;;< 
and ;the ratio of all the rulings 
ingredients to be unexesptionabl

o

of... The relevant constitutional -.^ntry speaks 
industrial and labour disputes (Entry 22 list III Son-VII) 
The Preamble to the Act refers to ,'thn investigation and 
settlement of Indus tria 1 disputes . 
industry has. to be decoded in this 
hcOLding is reinforced by the fact 
collective bargaining^ strikes and lock-outs
adjudicatiorj^, works commi-ttecs of 
and the like connote organised, 
collectively of workmen 
in producing goods and services for 
betterinent of the workmen's lot, th 
breaks bl ocking produ cti on and j us t 
of disputes concern the commnitj^. 
goods and services are for 
■consumption .

' Th': definition of 
. ba c?; ground a nd our 
that industrial ?pea ce, 

J, industrial 
employers and employee; 

syst'mcitic operations anc 
co-operating vith their employer 

the community. The 
a vo id a n ce ' of out - 

an? speedy settlement 
In trade and busiuass.

the community , not fca? sslf-

arrives as w - move on to - the 
make an org..enised , systeaatie

Gell,h.'’ora, tion between 
n’y as: defined in •S'ctio'.i 
’■:s not to fall into th;

bordering on reductio a 
! iimplitude of th;, 
mould of beliefs anc 

nditsLoned by clas.s

The penumbra 1 area 
other essentials needed to 
activity, oriented on productiv-’ 
etflployer and employe-s, an indust 
2(j) . Here, w:: have to be cautio’ 
trap of definitional expansio rism 
absurdem nor to truncate the obviou 
provision to fit it into our men‘tel 
prejudices or social philosophy c
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interests. Subjective wish shall not 'ix ia ihsr 
to the forensic thought, if credibility vith a 
pluralist comnunity is a value to be cherished. J' 
Courts do not substitute their social and economic 
beliefs for the judgment of le^lsativ-- bodies." 
(See Constitution of the United States of .^merica) 
Corwin p ) . Even so, this legLslatioh has- soukjthing 
to d o with social justice be two na the 'haves^ and 
the'have-nots ’ , and naive ,fugitive a'nd. illogi.ca 1 cut
backs on the import of 'industry' my to injutice 
to the benignant enactment. ’Avoiding Scylla and 
Charybdis we proceed to decipher the fuller import 
of ths definition. To sum up, the personality of 
the whole statute, be i t remembe red, has a welfare

' basis, it being a -beneficia 1 “legislation which 
protects labour, promotes their ccctentmrnt and 
regulates situations of crisis and tension where 
production may be imperilled by untenable strikes 
and blacknail lock-outs. Ths medianism of the Act 
is geared to conferment of regulated b'-nefits to 
workmen and resclntion, acccrdi-'g to a ^..ympa tkexi a 
rule of law, of the conflicts, actual or potential, 
between nanagements and worknen, . Its goal is 
amelioration of the conditions of workers, tempered 
by a practical sense of peacefhl-co-existence , to the 
boiefit of both-not a neutral position but restraints 
ofi laissez fa ire and concern for the welfare of the 
weaker lot. Empathy with the. statute is- necessary 
to understand not merely its spirit, but alsoits 
sense. One of the -vital concepts on'which the whole 
statute is built, is ’industry’ and -svhen we apprach 
the definition in section 2(j), we must be informed 

■by these ■ va ]u es^ This certainly doss not mean that 
we should strain the language of the definition to 
import'into it what we re rd as desira. tie in an 
industrial legislation, for we are not legislating 
de novo but construing an eristtig Act. Crusading 
for a new type of legislation with dynamic ideas or 
humanist jus-feice and industrial harfiiony'cannot be und-?’ 
the umbrella of interpre-fcLng an old, imperfect enactiuc mi; 
Nevertheless, statutory dictio-n speaks for today and 
tomorrow; words are semantic seeds to serve the 
fu-ture .hour. Moreover, as earlier highlighted, it is 
legitioate to project -the value-set of the Constitutico., 
especially Part IV, in reading the 'meaning of eve-n 
a pre-Constitu-felon statute. The paramount law is ■, 
paramount and Part IV sets out Dir-jc-iive Principles 
of State Policy which must guide the judiciary, 
like other instrumentalities, in interpreting all 
legislation- Statutory construction is not a 
petrified process and the old bottle may, to the 
extent language and realism permit be filled with



new wine • Of course, the bottle sn 
or lose steps .

id not break

■ Judg- ' s' task

i'll strumen t 
literature

"The English language is not an 
of mathematical precision . Our 
would be much po orer if it wore 
He must set to work in the cons 
of fining the intention of Parliamorjt, and 
he must do this not only from 'h 
the statute, but also from a 
the social conditions which 
and of the mischief which it 
remedy, and then ho must s"" 
word so -a 3 to give ’fore.-;, a-- 
intention of the legrslatur- 
A Judge should ask himself 
if the makers of the Act h 
across this- ruck in the teztur' of it 
would have straightened i?
do as they would have 
alter the material of 
but he can arid should

the language of 
c0-0sideration of 

fp;ve rise to it 
was passed to 

al mant the wra‘^a'- 
-' aif-h to the

th question , how, 
d themselves coms

, they 
out? He must then 

ddis, A Judge nust not 
which th-'i -Act is woven, 
iron oun the creases •"

jrlie duty of ths court is tc interpret the 
words that the 'legislature has used; those 
word's nay be ambiguous, but, sven if they are, 
the power and duty of the court to travel 
outside them on a voyage of discovery are 
strictly limited."

(The Industrial Disputes-I.hl-ctro5 Vol .1 op 4 
& 45) .

We may start the discussion with'the leading 
case on the point, which perhaps be treated as t
mariner's compass for judicial navigation B .N .Banarj; 
vs. P.R.Itekherjee rg Qthers (1954(4) 3.G.R.302). hnt 
before setting sail, 1 et us map out briefly the rang- 
of dispute around the definition . lord Denning in 
Automobile Proprietary Ltd', observed;-

"It is true that 'the indu, 
but a definition is not to 
isolation. It must be re.?, 
o f the p hra se w ba.q n it d0 f 
the " function of a dzfini 
precision and certainty to
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would otherwise be vague and uncertain 
but not to contradict it or supplant it 
altogether."

(Hotel and Catering Indusbry Tr, 
Autdmobile Prcprietary Ltd « 
(1968) Wi,R. 1526 at 1530) •

A definition is ordinarily the crystallisation of 
a legal c cncept promoting precis!o'..i and rounding off 
blurred edges but, alas, the definition in S.2(j) 
viewed in retrospect, has achieved th^ opposite . 
Sven so, we must try to clarify. Sometimes, active 
interrogatories tell better than bland affira&tives 
and so n&rginal omissions notwithstanding, we will 
string the points together in a few cu nations on whi ch 
we have been addressed.

A cynical jurist gura^eying the forensic scene 
msiee unnappy comments. Conns. 1 lox- the respcneverc 

Unions sounded that note. A pluiali^b society 
with-a capitalist backbone, notwithstanding the 
innocuous adjective ’socialist’ added to the Republic 
by the Constitution (42nd Amendment Act, 1976) 
regards profit-making as a sacrosanct value . Elitist 
professionalism and industrialism is s nsitive to 
the 'worker' menace and inclines to exclude such 
sound and fury as .-’labour unrest ’ frora i.ts sanctified 
precincts by judicially de-industrialising the 
activities of professional men and interest groups 
to the exteAt feasible. Governraen-fe, in a mixed 
economy, snare some of the habits ofthoxight of the 
dominant class and doctrines like so^er*eign functions, 
which pull out-economic enterprise s run by them co me
in handy. The-latent love for dub life and 
charitable devices ard escapist institjucions bred 
by clever capitalist and hierarchi-ca 1 social structure, 
shows up as inhibitions transmuted as doctiines, 
interpretative!y carving out immunides fi'om the 
'industrial' demands of labour by labelling . . ' 
many enterprises 'non-industiies '. Universities, 
clubs, institutes, manufactories and’establishments 
managed by eleemosynary or holy entities, are 
instances. To objectify doctrinally subjective 
-tion is casuistry.

c ons u..yr a

A counter-critic, on theoth-:=r hand, 
may acidly contend that if judicial interpretation. 
uninformed by life’s realities, were to go wild, 
every home will be,'not a quiet castl„ but tumultuc



industry, every research unit will g 
every god vi-11 face new demanig, ev. 
be the venue of rumble and every cha 
brew'ing unrest and ths salt of the e 
the lowlie’st and the lost will sufi 
the appellants struck this pessimist 
not obvious from these rivul thought 
value-loaded; that social phh-losop'k; 
interpretative tool? This is in'^scs 
school of j urisprudenco .

31.’-^ 10 a iriij
ry service clnb vnl_ 
■ -i choked 015: b'
•— ' tj ' '

as well os 
:?.5Gounsel for '

C 10 CS • X S X b 
nays that law is
is an inarticnlaie 

iXibla in any

Now let us itemise, illusini 
springing from the competing su’hmissi 
contentions may be concretised.

1 .(a) Are establishments,' ru'i without profit 
motive, industries?

(d) industries?

tc) So undertakings gov: 
no-loss rile, sta’butorij- 
fastened, fall within th 
Sec .2(j )

by a non-profi 
y or otherwise 
definition in

(ci) So clubs or other orga::i3a 
Y.M.G.A) ’A'ho,so general im:' 
p ro fi t-ffla kin g bui fellowsi 
service, fit into the d- fi

To go to ths cov 
inelienable ingredioot 
it should be plied with 
object?

01 Latter, is it an 
'industry' ‘bhay
comae rcial

Should co-opeihtion b:-bw: 
and employee bo dire ct 
relates to the basic so 
manufa cturc ■ which is th_ 
undertaking?

1 employe r
30 far as it 

??v_-co or essential 
output of the

C, 0 ’ J 2_ Ci ‘1’ IL t c:’ '^*^'1'1''
accountant's offic . a 
or other libera,! prof: 
calling be designs u-;,e

- le OT chertenl
doctor's clinic 

sol '-‘I's o ecu pa "Cion or 
; ' i'cdustry?

Would a University 
research ins bi tut ; 

college or school or 
'nd an industry?
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3 • (a)

(b)

Is the inclusive pant of the 
defini'bion in S- c.2(j)) relevant 
to ths determination of an 
industry? If so, what impact does . 
i t make on t he ca te go lie s?

Do domestic servi^ drudges who 
, slave without respite -become 

'industries' by . this extended 
sense?

4 Are governmental funciions, stric .c 
/sensu, industriai and if not,

■what is the s-xteu't of the immunit: 
of instiuraentali'fcies of govemmer ' 1

5 - What rational ciitarion exists 
for a cutback on the dynamic 
potential and seman'tlG sweep of 
the defini’bion, implicit in the 
industrial law of a progressive 
society geared to greater 
industrialisation and consequent 
concern for regula'bing relations and 
investigating disputes between 
emploj^ers and employees as 
industrial process's and relations 
become more aomplex” and sophisti
cated and workm-en become more 
right-consoious ?

/
As the provision now stands, is it 
scientific to define 'industry' 
based on the na hi re-the do min ent 
nature- of the ao'bivity, i .e. on 
the terms of the work, remune ra tic a 
and conditions of service which 
bond the tv/o wiags together into an 
employer- employee complex?-

Back to Banerji, to begin at the very beginning. 
Technically, this bench that hears the appeals now 
is not, bo end by any of the earlier decisions. But 
we cannot agree with Justice Roberts of the U.S. 
Supreme Court that 'adjudications of the court were 
rapidly gravitating into the same class as a 
res#ricted railread ticket, good, for this day 
and train only' (See Corwin XVII), The 
present- even the revolutionary pres'nt- Aqgs not 
break wholly with ths past but breaks broad with 
it, without being swellov/ed by it and nay eventuall



sAfallow it- While it is tru e ec; 
speaking, that the court should he 
riglet rather than consistently v.-ro 
interest in the certainty .of the lav; 
urges continuity where ■possible, da 
sufficient and correction wher^ derailvaan 
misdirection or fundamental limv; ■! '.f-ets 
statute or creates considerable Indus-'ria 
Shri U.K .Rannmurthy, .encored by Shri 
enphati'cally that after Safdarjung 
trauma and so a fresh look at

■ n'-caliy 
ul'jiiiia tel y 

Tg. viu social 
is a value vhic 

rification where

the
1 c on fu-si on 

R -K . rh, a rgue 
______ rhe 
the problem is ripe 

The learned Attorney General and Shri 
argued at effective , illuminating len. 
as Dr . Singh vi and Shri A.K.Son who bri 
ly supplemented, did not high the fa 
i s in Buser Street but sought 
thread of sound principle wtich 
core of the^rulings which peripte 
thinking 
vi ew 5

by vintage 
Bane rj i we 
authority, 
the law on 
rejecting erratic excursions - 
■and change every 
'must not enctent
Chandrasekhar 
te s sketched the guidelines 
S3 y so re sp ectfu 1 ly,. La te: 
theiaj glosses,

Ban erj i ♦

law is in

‘.Tarkunde, who 
.gbh, as v;el 1

• fl 5^ a nu to 11■' ■ 
cu that the law 

to discern a golden 
could ■explain the 
roily had contradici 

-j-n thris situation, it is nob wise, in ou?" 
to reject everything rul.-?d rill date and fabric- 

jj.'.i.a i m uU l&i-icji v/i;..; .'.jv.. or aicici'cyu 
judicial thought from A'-ustralie • 
tak 9 as good, and, anchor-d on its 
we will examine later docisions to establir - 
the firm principles geid-iublj therefrom, 

To .sip aver5^ flower 
hour is not realism but romence whic v 
the court. Inde'd , Sri Justice 

Iyer, speaking for a unanimous bench, 
perc^p ri V. ly, if we may 

,. ija cases uav - only added 
not overruled it and thr- fertile 

sou/cs of conflict has been the bashyams rather than 
the hsic decision ; 'Therefore, oun task is not to 
suppl ent the ratio of Bansrji but ri straighten and 
strengthen it.in its ap-.plicatioin, awn^' from differ u'' 
deviations and a terrations.

OU J

The Budge Badge &hncipsli'jy dismissed two 
employe'VS whose dispute ■was sponsor.riby theUnion . 
The award of the Industrial Tribunal directed, re
instatement but the liini cipality c LaH'r-nged the award - 
before the Hig'n Court and this Cou'vt on th3 fiindament ,1 
ground that a municipality in discharging its normal 
duties connected vrith local self-go v-.o'-'imsn t is n o-t, 

■engaged in any industry .as dsfin ;.d in the Act.

A. pane re mi c vie v/ of th o 
jurisprudential bearings has be'u 
a rd the essentials of an industry 
definitionsof emplo^'sr (Sec.2(g), 

. ind us tr j. fT, 1 S v/.n-’l

3 ulI lj - 3 i

puGj c'bsd there 
decocted. The
i idircitry (Sec .2 (j ) ,, 
.'u (S'V-2 Cc;')!) are
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s-tatutory distionaiy,riaot popular parlance.
It is plain, that merely because the amplo>yer is a _ 
flovernraent department or a local tody (and, a fortiori^ 
a sta'butory board, society or like entity) the enterprie 
does not cease to be an ’industry’ likewise , what th . 
common nan does not consider.as ’industry’ f Bleed not 
necessarily stand excluded, from ths statutory b-cn cept. 
C&nd vice versa .) , .The latter is deliberately drawn
wider, and in s aae. respects narrower, as Ghandrasakhere 
Aiyar, J has emphatically expressed:

’’In the ordinary or non-technicai sense, according 
to wha t is understood by the mn in the street, 

industry or busiiess means an undertald.ng \'4iere 
capital and labour co-operate with each other for 
the purpose of producing wealth in the shape of 
goods, machines, tools etc-., and for making 
profits. The concept of industry in this ordinary 
sense applied even to agricul'ture, harticulture, 
pisciculturs and so' on and so forth. It is also 
cle:eir tha'ii every aspect of activiry in whicti the 
relationship of employer and employee exists or 
arises does not 'thereby tecome an industry as commonl 
understood. V/e hardly think in terms of an industry, 
when we have regard, for instance, to the rights 
and duties of master and gervant, or of a Govt. and 
i ts secretariat, of the maabera of the medical t 
profession working in a hospital~. It would be 
regarded as absured to think so«-at any rate the 
leymah unacquainted with ad-\’anGing legal concepts 
of what is meant by industry would rule out such, 
a Gonnotatiocf as impossibles £ There i s nothing 
however to prevent a statute from giving the word 
"industry” and the words "ind'us•ferial dispute" a
wider and more c cmprehensivs impofc: in Order to 
meet the requiremgits of rapid Industria 1 'pro'^ess 
and to bring about in _t_he_in/feyrests of industrial 
peace and economy, a fair and sa'Q-sfactory adjustm-n 
of relations between employers and workmen in a 
variety of fields of activity, it is obrious tha'fc 
the limited concept of what an industry m©nt in 
early times must nOW: yield place to an anormously 
wider concept so as to take in various and varied 
forms Of industry, so that dispute arising.in
connection with them might be setnled quickly 
without much disloca tio n and disorganisation of 
tfe needs of society and in a oanner more adopted 
to conciliation and settlemoit then a determination 
of the respective rights and liabilities according 
to strict legal procedure and principles, 
conflicts between capital and labour have 
to be determined more , frointhe s'nnd point

The
now 
of s '^a. tus
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i s that in ths la tier thor' io nothing like 
the investimt of any capi'-al e_r Iths eritenc

Ofc t 'lSra
But neither

of a profit earning mo'tiv 
generally is ina business
tte one nor the other seems a ' sine quo non 
or necessary slemgit in th>Ord .-ro conoepti
industy"

(emphasis

a ' Absence of capital doos not ns 
Nay',, even charitable-. sersd.ces do not •’ 
cease ofco be ’industries' deffniti: tally a 
popularly charity is hot industry; lot-^ 
the Learned Judge dealt -with the pctnt.

. enumerating typicalf municipal actiXti 's,

’industry' 
sirily

g?; five

aces
1 though 

r-'s'tingly,
After '

.he concluded?

ese fuhctions-ma 
the natujr> of an

X'm i-h '.-L j. h O X oil S - 
of power andylig 
Mini c ipa li t j/', an d 
hospitals and 

poor

oartain to a 
ustry, while 
th"':^'e ie_p

7 ap oi
-

betwov
rt to the inhabit -
the running of 

di sp •? n sa li e s f or t 
In aordinary . pa 11 a nee t hee 

former might be regarded as an industry but
■ not the latter,. -The. very idea underlying 

entrustment of such duXescr 
local bodies is not to tak t

-tsphere of indiistry but to s'<g 
tion ofpublic aUthoiiX-s 3.'-' 
prifvate employers and to olin 

■, of< profit-making as far as po 
, • of taxes f or the ma intenan c- - 

of Sanitation and the ■constwy 
t-supXy,of light and water is 

and dsvised to make up 'fo? th 
capital- Ths undertaking, or 

'Still remain wit in ths-ambit 
understand by an induscry the 
on with the aid of taxajiion, .

K_,V.

a ’ ' conten’lion thai; charit'bl ; und
are not industries is, by this ral

rta kie 
, untena WuO .

Another argument pertinent ‘1 
is the sweep of , ths exprssX^n ’ trod : 
refers, wit h applova.l, to lord Xaighv 
CorporaXon (1943 A-C . 166) whsr?. th'

our discussion 
' . 'Tho Court
in Bolton
lav/ Lord had
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observed:

•J

"Indeed ’trade’ is not only in ';-h; etymologic-1 
or dictionary sense, but in the legal usage, a 
term of the widest scope. It io connected 
originally vith the word ’ troal’. ai'id indicates 
a way of lifeor an occupation. Sh ordinary usage 
it . may mean the occupation of a small ■ shopkeeper 
equally with that of a comirrcial be gnats. If 

may also mean a skilled craft. It is true that 
it is often used in contrast with a profession .A 
Professional worker would not ordinarily be call 
a tradesman, but ths word ’trade’ is used in tte 
widest application to the appella'tion' trade 
Unions’. Professions have their trade unions. I 
is also used in ths Trade Boards Act to include 
industrial undertakings. I seno reason to 
exclude from the operation of th?- Industrial 
Courts Act the activities of local authoritiesy 
even without taking- into account ths fact that 
these authorities now carry on ii most cases 
important industfetal undertakings. The order 
expressly states in its defL’ri'bion section that 
'tade' or ’industry' includes ths p erfor man co o?" 
its functions by a ’public Local Auttority". Ir
is true that these words are us"d in part III, 
which de'>''s with ’recogaized t-ims and condi-tion 
of e.mpl ,ent’ ., and in part IV, which deals ni ’ 
'deparuv^zes from trade practicos’ in 'any inausr 
or undertaking’ and not in Part I, which deals 
'with ’national arbitration’ and is the part 
n&te.risfl in this case, but I take them as 
illustrating what modem co-idi-iions involve 
the idea that the functions of local authoritre- 
nay come under the expression 'trade or industry’ . 
I think the same ray be said of th? Industrial 
Courts Act and of Rsg.bS-AA, in both of which ' 
word 'trade' is used in ths v u-y wide connotation 
whichit ?»ears in the modern legislation de'': ling 

with conditions of employment , particularly 
coll'c'^ivs bargaini'c" 

addsd) .

■)

•4- t

in relation to natters of 
and the like", (emphsotsi

In short, 'tade' embraces functrhrrs of local 
authorities, even profess!css, thus d parting from 
popular notions, another fac- t of th; controversy 
is next touched upon-i.e. profit -making motive is 
not a sine quo non of 'industry' , functicna-lly or 
definitionally. Por this, Powers.!, in federated 
Mrnicipal and Shire Bmpl.oyees.'Unio r of Australia . 
vs- JVhlto'&'me Corporation (’26 C.I?.Pr. 508) was 
quoted with emphatic approval w tere th; Australian 
High Court considered a'c industria 1 1' ,gislation:



s c O ', cs rn e d 
.■..only relied
: ‘uc' be exempt ■ 
th.3 work was not 

'io '.s f or p ro f i t 
VO;*!!hough it vculd 
y~*th Councils

If that

”30 far a:s the qu?stL..Dn in this car; . 
as the argument proceeded the grouni' 
upon • (after the Councils v/ere held , ? 
as Sta te in strumenialities) was that 
carried on by the municipal corpoi 
in the-ordinary sense of the term.,'^- 
generally speaking be carried on by- 
themselves to save contractors' Profit 
argument were sufficient, then a philanthropist who 
acquired -a clothing . factory' and employ; d the same 
employees as the previous owner had employed vould 

■'not be engaged in an occupation about which an 
industrial dispute could arise, if he distributed 
th£ clothes made , to t'he.-poor free of charge or 
even if; he distributed them to'th- poor at the ..bare 
cost of production. If bhe cont- 'tioe of ths 
respondent is correct, a private company carrying 
on a ferry would be engaged in an industrial 
occupation. If a mu.nicipal corpora.i-o c carried it 
(Oh , i t '.eould a at Un '=1. ~ ;■ .'u T'viros'n t
would apply to baths, bridge -builc.mng, quarries, 
sanitary contracts, gas-making if or lig'neing 
streets a rd publi c halls, municipal building of 
houses or h^lls, and many other smila r industrial 
undertakings. Even coal-miniag for us on municipal 
railways.-or tramways would not be industrial work if 
the contention of the respond an 'js-is correct, 
the woricg in question are carried out by "con tractors 
or by private individuals it is s-eid 'to be industrial, 
hut'f', not industria 1 wit tin the me.a’i or of ■ Arbitration 
Act or .Coiisti tution if carried .out by municipal 
corporatjeo ns . I cannot, acepot tha t virw” . ( onphasj s 
added) .

\2>

. All the 
the judgment 
to hold that 
that can be said 
a trade or business'

indicia of 'industry’ 
which condenses the c 
'industries' will cov : 

to be amlogous to 
______ ______________ _ T’t-- case, 
contributes to industrial jurisprud' 
reference to the Aot, a few positiv 
knocks down a few negative fixatins* 
municipal and statutory bodies map r 
do n Qt for that reason c<2a.s^ to be i 
Charitable activities nay also be in 
takings, sans profit mo'GivOj may 
Professions are not ipso fac.t: ou v 
industries. Any operation carried 
analogous to trade or business ffia.v

uc-

W

. ar a telling
f..o.r this quota.

ar. pa'eked inro 
o elusion tersrly 

'oranches of work 
th . carrying out ; 

read as a whole, 
e , with si»cial 
f-cets .and 
Cro ve rn men ts a nd 
'r enterprises wire 
d'UStri es 
u ,s Grr e .3 . I'ncio r— 

b . ind.u.stri-3s .
■fra pale of 
in a manner 

ultimately bo
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Tns popala 
not amputat - t' 
in See-2(3)

statutory ’industry' . 
concept of industry do 
legislative generosity 
and the smooth supply to ths commnity 
aims .and obj ects the LegislatuK; in 
nature, variety ran^ and areas of diepu 
employers and employees- These facnors 
construction ox the provision*

e -2(3 ) .

l.imitation s on th 
'ne .ambit of ■

Ineusbrial peace 
a re a mon g the 

view, as also 
between 

ffiui&t inform t

b

The limiting role of Banarji must also be noticed 
r instance, 'analogous 

cuts down 'un.d.^-taking' , a word of 
iicf .gs, casual 

war wagining, 
-collecting aid t'm 

2h rs a re no t 
ecr divine

ImLfts to Wat is 'ana- 
proceed to tte next 

o -P n “f; ""
grips with the 
iden tifi ca tion in

so- that a total view is gained,. Bo’ 
to trade or business' 
fantastic sweep.. Spiritual undent 
undertakings, do mesti c unde rfca hangs , ’ 
policing, justicing, legislatinig, tax. 
like are, priupt facie, pusted out. 
merchantable, nor justice saleable., 
grace marketable '. So, the problem s 
.logons to trade or business". As v/ 
set of cases we come upon thw' a’s ’o 
expressions like ’calling’ and get to 
specific organisations which call for 
the several appeals before us .

content and 
analogous etc

At ths stage, a close-up of ths 
contours of the controveir^al words /analogous etc-,’ 
which have consumed considerable time of counsel, ma^z 
be takeni To.be fair to Bansrji, the path-finding 
decision which conditioned and canalised and fertilised 
subsequent juristic-humanistic ideation, we must show 
fidelity to the /errainological execti’hude of the 
seminal expression used and search carefully for its 
import. The prescient words am branches of work 
that can be said to be analogous to the carrying out of 
a 'trade or business. The same judgmnt has 
negatived the necessity foc’ prof it--;notivs and iucludsd 
charity impiedly, has Acirtually equated private sector 
and public sector operations and has aven perilously hi." r 
at 'professions’ being ’trade’ . In. \,his perspective, th^ 
comprehensive reach of 'analogous’ activities must be 
Dsasured. The similarity stressed relates to 'branches of 
work’; and more;, the analogy withi trade or tU'Siness 
is incthe .2 '-carfving out’ of th^ ,cco<.;omic adventure. 
So, the prity is in the modus op-nndi , in the working 
not in the purpose of ths proj set n/or'in the disposal 
of the proceeds but in the organ!oatio.i. of the venture 
, including the rei.avioas between th’^, two limbs viz 
labour and nanagement- If the munrad- relations, the 
method of employment and the process of 
the carrving out of the work bear close 
the organization, method, remunsratio

co-operation in 
resemtlance to 
relationship of



employer a rd employes a'nd the lik<--, ehen it is industr, 
otherwise not. This is the ksrnal ox th'-: decision. 
An activity-oriented, not motiv;-has , a'nalysis .

The landmark ‘-lustralian cas' i"-. 26 0 .1 .H. h08 
(Melbourne Corporation), which was heavily relied on in 
Benar ji maj/ engage us. That ruling contains dicta, 
early in the century, which make India’u forensic fabia’oi.e 
sixty years after in ths 'socialist^*M^epublic, blush. 
That apart, the discussion in ths leading judgments 
dealing with 'industry' from a co’?stitutional angle buxc 
relying on statute similar to ours, is instructive. Per 
instance, consider the promptings of profit as a 
condition of ’industry’; Higgins J. cx-ushss that credo 
thus; "The purpose of profit-making can hardly be the 
criterion. If it were, the labour rs who excavated the 
underground passage for the Duke of Portl end’s whim, 
or the labourers who build (for pay) a tower of febel 
or a Pyre mid, could not be parties 'bo an 'industrial 
dispute';- The worker-oriented perspective is underscore 
bjr leaacs and Rich JJ: It is at bhe same, time , as is 
perceived, cmtended on the part of labour, that matters 
e Vfii xn dm x’O c’0j_ y’ px'o j uxi ci . xxy Sxi jj.- t^h-’- wox'j-ers jj. 
within the sphere of dispute. Pojx ins'ronce, at P.70 
(par. 175(4) (a) one of the competi'Xg coacen’tions is thus 
stated;-"Long hours proceed from the competition of 
employer with employer in the same trade . Employers 
ought to be prevented .from competing in_ this way at the 
expense of their workmen ~T~eTnphasis added.)
As a fact, in a later year, Lord James of Hereford, in 
an award, held that one employer in a cex-tain trade 
must conform to the practic " of others.' What must be 
borne steadily in mind, as evidenced by the nature of 
the claims^oade, is that the object of obtaining a largo 
share of ^he product of the industry and of exercising 
a voice as "to the general conditions under which it shall 
be carried on (parilOO) coyi 
incidental without which 
or effectively attained, 
ized but in the meantime 
will show in themselves, 
disputants 
operations 
for the satisfaction of material human needs 
and demands of labour are the same 
of the operations be money or money 
inevitable ccodusion, as it seems 
that in 1894 it was well understood 
, which at one time had a'limited scop 
without altering their in he rant a'd 
so developed as to, be recognised better under the 
name of , ".in du stria 1 dispu’L's" or "la boux"' disputes., " .. 
and to be more and more founded on the ' practical' yie'vi' 
that human labour Was not a mere as..vis of capital but

r.
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the ma, in
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it should 
and from th 

this will be confirmed t 
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was a co-operating agency of =(.iual < 
working partner- and ewti-cled to c ' 
sue h" .

The same two judges choose t 
construction to the word ’indusrr 
"How can ks,r'e, conformably'' to r 
legal construction, tf 
instrument of self-gover 
the simple and comprehensiv 
disputes” 
imagine would be the effect 
construction, 
mind s ‘
ferms industrial dispute 
”Industrial warfare” is 
i-s not the mere phrase 
•y the law as the core''' 
conflicts in industrial ma 
lord lore bum 1.0 . in Go 
at P-5 11) . Strikes and 
described as '■wrap., .s ” . 
lu- ris Indian industrial sr 

• comprehensive ]i
only by some ca±-- t oritev- 
the monarchical vecabui^g.../■'■'1 
is Crown exemption, r'riLncaroabxd- 
inalienable . functions of cor stitu' 
No govemmout, no order; no ord-u 
0 f law, no industrial rriario'os. 
of the State are paramount and pan 
paramountcy. Put this doctrinal 
expension^st but strictly narrow-c

• functioriB. Isaacs and Bich JJ., 
topic and, after quoting lor' 
inalienable functions of a Gonstitu 
state p "Hsre we have ths di scrims a < 
If a municipality either (1897) I Q 
is legally empowered to perform 
function wha'tever for ths crowe, or 
at p-71) is lawfully empower"d 'h- p 
perform any fuiction which consti. ' u 
inalienably a Crown function-as, fc' 
administration of justice- 
presumed to represent ths 
ap'plies- Otherwise, it is 
, and, if impliedly exempt 
principle must be resort''-d
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for they ask: 
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Now , the corn st:'stone of indusirial laxj is well 
laid by Ben ar3 i, supported by Lord Mavor- of the 
City of Maibourns. ' '

chronological survey of post-Banerji 
,•with accent on the juristic 

be methodical.
and defivation

we n.a.y
w crds

•?.n s
Even hers, 

ourselves that the literal latitude of tte 
cannot he allowed grotesquely inf' 

read down to accord with 
the nation's economic 
is fffl integral part. To h> 
to break vjith facts, unle 
Porensic inflation of th'

th’

-A 
decisionsof thisCouo’t. 
contribution registered by them’X.'hay 
Thereaftsr, cases in alien jurisdictio! 
of guidelin es may be attempted 
warn 
in the definition 
lationa-’y pl.-^ but must be 
broad Indus'orial sense of 
community of which labour 
beyond credible limits is 
language leavesno option, 
sense of words shall not lead to an adapta tioncal 
break-down outraging the, good sense of even radical 
realists. After all, the Act has been drawn on ® 
industrial caivas to solve the problems of indust^’y, notof 
ohomist’ry. 1 functi''ual focus and .1 cial C'''otr''''l 
desideratum must be in the mind's eye of the Judge.

: The two 'landmaudojcas'es. t The Ooyporation of the 
City of Nagpur vs- Its Bmpl.oyees~"( 1960) '2 SCR 942^ 
and State of Bombay an d, others'v&.The. Hospital Maadoor 
Sabha & Ors. (1960)'■ 2 SOR 8^^) m.ay. now’be analysed in 

the light of what we have just said. Piling ths gaps in 
the Banerji decision and the .authoritative connotation 
of the fluid phrase 'analogous to'trade and business' 
were attempted in this twin.-de ci si on s. To be analogous 

is tor ^emble in functions r‘4®''^®!'^ 't® "the subject, as
* between like features of two apparently d|ffe-'-.ent things. 

So, some kinship through resemblance to'trade or business 
is the key to the problem, . if Benerji is Ihe guide 
star. PoY'tiai slmilarit^^ po stulates selectivity/ of 
characte ■c'istics for c omporabili ty. ilherein lio-s the 
analogy to trade or business, is .then -the query.

Sri Justice SubbaRad, with uninhibited logic, 
chases this though and reaches certan teets in Nagpur

I Municipality, speaking for .a unaniraousbench. h'e 
respectfulljT: agree with much- of his reasoning and proceed

' to del with the decision. If the ruling we-oe right, 
as we think it is, the riddle of 'industry' is resolved 
in some moasure. Although foreign decisions, words 
and phrases, lexical plenty and definitions f-oom other 
legislations, were read befo’-e us to stress t-Te necessity 
of dir ?Gt co-operation between employer aii employeesin 
ths essential product of the undertaking, of the need fo:>' 
the commercial motive, of service to the community etc..
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in the. c'^nc-opt o?"
-gin al 1'" 

ii .; la-
'on 0 J- 
judgment, and, 
c uies

the canvas vide 
’analog ou6*7t n -iTc ad s or 
a few days after 

the same b-ench.

as implied inarticulat-ily
’industry’ we bypass them as but ma-r* 
per ,sua si v-3 . Th i rul rng-sof t iis C'UiT^t 
scheme of the Act and the well-]?n‘-‘wn can or 
c onstructiui exert real pressure on our 
in this latter process, next to Banerji 
Corporation of Nagpur which spreads

■and illumines the expression 
busi n-es-sr.. alth '-ugh it c'mos
H'ospit-al Mazdoor Sabha decided by

To be su'*:'e of our aaprach on axvidsr basis let 
us cast a glance at in terna tiona il^/ recognised con cep 
vis-a-vis industry. The International labour Organi
sation has had occasion to consider freedom of 
associati^^n for labour as a primary right an d 
collective bargaining followed py strikes, if 
ne cesso'fr’y, as a derivative -right. The question has 
arisen as to whether public servants employed in the 
crucial functions of the -government fall outside the 
orbit of industrial conflict. Convention No.98 
c^-no using cue Ap'plic-ti on of trie Principles of the 
right to- Grgai isQ and to Ba rgain collectively, in 
Article fi states: -

:’’This .Convention does not dea]. with the 
.position of Public Servo nt S'engaged in the 

■‘administration, of the Sta'ce, 
‘cons'brued as pre-judicing theia 
status in an5^ way.”

nor shaEL it be 
rights or

Thus,
■ key sectors of
Industrie sector. The corritte 
an d s cm athing to say about the 
sarvants f^^om the geneT^al categ’

servants in th 
of the

it is w^11-recognised tha-fc public 
Ad.ministra tion stand out

The committee of Experts of the 110 
carving out of th? publ,.u

.

Incidentally, it may b? 
clrar statements made by 110 on 
workmen w d indus''ilial disuut-a^

useful to ciote certo' 
t.h; c ^ucept of indus'c 
n.ot x-jith clear-cut 

legal precision but with sufficient particiuiarit;/ for 
general, purposes although looked at from a different 
angle. We quote from ’freedom of Association’; 
Second editi-'n, 1976, WiiicJ is a diges't ef decisi -ns 
the freedom of -rtssociation Committee- of the 
Covxrning Body of liB;

"2. Civil Servants andethai-’ v.’.crkors 
in the eraploy of the Sta ha.
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Conv on ti •''iT No.98, and particular
I'oticle A thereof concerning the encourager?’- 
and promotion of collective bargaining, 
applies both to the privcate sector and- to 
national ised und er takings and public bodies, 
it being possible to exclude from such 
application public servants engaged in the 

administration of the State i

141st Report, Case Wo.729, para 15.

251. Convention Wo.98, which mainly concerns
collective bargaining,- permits (Article 6) the 
exclusi.on of ’’public servant engsged in the 
administration of the State." In this connecti-n< 
bO',; Gf'm. .io„.-c 01 p'_;r 1 s on the ,£ippiica ui-u ox
Conventions add Recommendations has pointed out that, 
while the concept of public servant may very to gome 
degree under the various mational legal systems, 
the exclusion from the scope of the Convention of 
of persons employed by the State or in the Public
sector, who do not act as agents of the public authorit 
feven though th ay maj?- be granted a status identical wit 
that of public officials engaged in the administration 
of the State) is contrary to the meaning of the Conven- 
tion . The distinction to be drawn, accordingly to the 
committee^ would appear to be basically between civil 
servan tg< employed in various capacities in gove^nraen t < 
ministries or comparable bodies on the one "hand and 
oth pg-^sons employed by the gove-j-nraen t, by public 
unde’-’takings or by indepenoant public corporat □3 •

116 th Reoort, Pa-a 377

121st 0330 Noi 635, Para 81;

143rd Report, Cage Wo. 764, Para 67;

p or* t,

V/ith regard to a ccmplaint conce-^ning ths 
in coll active 
in bn.e j_in. t, r 
Gonventio-: hr.

right of teachers to engage 
bargaining, the- Committees, 
the principles contained in 

tten tion__to the dssiT-^abili tg o;f 
■r^omotnuf ■vol'urhupj^
according’to" national conditi ons. \eirc a

(' "b 0 "T*

'li'' \



The Committee h as boihted out tU ;'.t Co nve nti on 
N0. 98 dealing with the promotion of collective 
bargai ning, ^covers^allypubdc^seoy/ads wi^o do 
not act as s_of the pubTic auuthor^jiy,
attd conseg_gently, among' these, em.ployers of 
the postal2oimmunica,tions serA^ices, 

139th Report, Case No. 725,'' Petra 273.

2 56
Civil aviatlon_tedhOa2i2-22_222Ki2.2 under the 
jurisdicti a n o f_ the__armed_forc^ ,c anno t' be 

tiureconsidered___________ In Anew of the n'atiure of their 
activitie s", as belonging to the armed forces 
and as such liable to be excluded from: the 
guarantees laid down in Convention No. 98, 
the rule contained in .'Yrtide 4 of the bonA'en- 
tion co nearning~ collective bargai_ni ng should 
be a,oDlied t^i fUem.

116th. Report, Case NG. 598, Pai'as. 375-378.

This devegation was calculated only to emphasis 
certain fubdomientals in international industrial 
thinking which accord with a wider conceptual accepta- 
"'tion for ’industry'. The wings of the word 'industry' 
hax-e been bpread V7ide"'in section 2(j) and this has 
been brought-out*’in the decision in Corporation of 
Nagpur ( supra). Th at case was concerned v;ith a 
dispute between a municipal body and its employees. 
The major issy^ considered there was the meaning of 
the much disputed expression "analogous to the 
carrying on of a'trade or business". Municipal 
undertaioings are ordinarily industries Us Baroda 

(19 57 S.ChR. 33) held.
'industry' wo.s investigated 
'+1^ Nagpur which affirmed 

The Court to o?< the view th a u 
d e fi n i t i; s n we re prima facie 

and declined to curtail the 
avocation of nescitur seciis. 

disinclined to spread the 
the el ..Stic expressions 

t and handicraft. To 
•c tic al and so while 

levice

3.re
2.^ h J''I Nn icipallty 

Bven^'so the"'scope‘'8f 
by the Beach in the City of

Baroda., 
the Words used in the 
of the widest import 
width of iueaniag b;p i 
Sven' so, the Court v/aa 
net too wide hp expanding 
calling, service, exraploymen 
be ever-inGlusio’'e . . , be irapr
accepting ■ the enlargeaienN’of meaning by the 
of inclusive definition the Court cautioned

-U
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has nothi,ng to do with Industrial Law. In any case, 
it is open to Parliament to make Law which governs 
the State' s relation s with its employees, j^rticles ' 
309 to 311 of the Const! tut ion of India, ;^hp enactments 
dealing with the defence forces and othe:^legislation 
dealing with employment under statutory bodies, may, 
expressly or by necessary implication, exclude the 
operation of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. That 
is a question ofinterpretation and statutory exclusion! 
but, in the absence of such provision of law, it may 
indubitably ba assumed that the key aspects of public 
administration like public justice stand out ofthe 
circle of Industry. Even here, as hashas been brought out 
from the ex’Cerpts of ILO documents, it is not every 
employee who is earcluded but onlj'’ certain categories 
primarily engaged and supportively employed in the 
discharge of the essential functions of constitutional 
government* In a limited way, this head of exclusion 
nas be ^n recognised throughout.

Although we'are not concerned in this case with 
those categories of employees who particularly come under 
departments charged with the responsibility for 
essential constitutional functions of government, it 
is appropriate to state that if there are industrial 
units saiW9i?aile from the essential functions and 
possess an entity of their own it mgy be plausible 
to hold that, the employees of those units ord workmen 
and those undertakings are industries. A blanket 
exdusion of ever^ one of the host of employees engaged 
by government departments falling unddr general 
rubrice like, justice, defence, taxation, legislature, 
may not necessarily be thrown out of the umbreSlla 
of the Acti We say no more except to observe that 
closer exploration, ,,not summary rejection, is necessary.

The Court proce.^ded , in the Corporation of h'agpur 
case, to pose for itself the import of tne words 
fanalogous to the carrying out of a trade or business' 
and 'took the view tha t the emphasis was more on 
'the nature of the organised activity implicit in trade 
03?-business than to equate the otheractivities with 
trade or business' . Obviously, non-trade operations 
were in many cases ’industry', lelying on the 
'fabricated Engine Drivers (1913, Vol. 1^, C.L.R. 245 ) 
Subb a la o, J., observed "

"It is msnifes from this decision that even 
activities of municipality which cannot be 
described as trading activities can be the 
subject-!patter of an industrial disputes."



iieThe ‘true test, according to the leaned Judge, 
was concisely expressed Issues J., inhis disKsenting 
judgment in the federated State School Teachers 
Association of hustrcjlia” Vs □ State of Victoria (1829) 
4-1 . 569)

The Haterial question is ; What istho natiire 
of the actual function assumed- is it a 
service that the State .could have left to 
privato enterprise, and if so fulfilled, 
jgould such a dispute he -indudririal’ ?"»

Thus the nature of actual function and of the pattern 
of organised activitxo is decisive. We v;ill revert to 
this aspect’a little later.

It is useful to remember that the Court rejected 
the test at+emptod'by counsel in the case:

■''It is said that unless where is quid pro quo 
for the service- It cannot be.an industry. Tlais 
is the same argument, nauely, that the service 
must be in the nature of trade in a different 
garb."

We agree with this observa t?.on and with the further 
obser^^ration that there is-’ne me-'-'it in the plea that 
unless the public who are. benefited by the services pay 
in cash, the services so rendered.' oan not'Vc industry,. 
Indeed, the signal ..service ven dered by tne dorpora^~ ion 
of Ragpur is to dispel the idea of profit-making. Relying 
on -'Vstralian cases which held that profittmaking may he 
important from the income-tax point of view bpet irrevalant 
from an industrial dispute point of view, the Court 
approved of a c’-^itical passage in the'dissenting judgement 
of Issacs J., in the School Teachers'dissociation case 
(supra): -

"The rfcontention sounds like an echo from the 
dar]^ ages of industry and political economy 
.-.■>.Such disputes are not' simply a claim’to 
share the material wealth...." 
'Hametary considerations for service is, therefore, 
not an essential characterisuice of industry in a 
modern Stated'

Even according to the traditional concepts of English Law, 
profit has to be disregarded when ascertaining whether- ■ 
an'1 enterprise is a. business s . -

"5"bisregard of Irofito Profit on the^ntenti
to make profit is notan essential part of the 
legal, definition of a trade on business; and 
payment or profi) does not constitute a trade or 
■busihess ■ that which woul.d not otherwise be such." 

(Halsbury's Laws of England, Third Edition , Vol.38.,EV 1) 
Does the badge of industrialism, broadly 

understood, banish, from its fold, education^ This question 
needs fuller consideration; as it has been raised in this 
batch of appeals and has be m answered in favour of employee 
bjr this Court in the Dyuhi University case. (1964-..fE)SCR 7C1 
But sinc-o Subba Rao, J. h.as supportivel;/ cited



Issacs J. In School Teachers Ass ociationC supra) which 
relates to the same prohlem, "we maj^, even here, prepare the 
ground hy dilating on the subject with special reference 
to the Australian case. That learned Judge expres $d surprise 
at the very question :

"The basic question raised by this case, strange as 
it may seem, is whether the occupation of employees 
engaged in education, itself. universalA^ recognised as 
the key industry to all skilled occupa^ons, is 

'industrial' within the meaning of the Constitution." 
The employers argued that it was fallacious to spin out 

’ industry' from 'education' and the logic was a specious 
economic dect-^ine, Issacs J., with unsparing sting and in 
fighting mood, stated and refuted the plea;

"The theory was that society is industrial organised 
for the production and distribution of wealth in the 
sense of ta ngible, ponderable, corpuscular wealth, 
and therefore an ' Indus trial dispute' cannot possiblj’’ 
occur except where there is fiu?nished to the public- 
the consumers- by the combined efforts of employers 
and employed, wealth of thatnature. Consequen Uy , say 
the employers, "education" n of being "wealth" icn thfit 
sense, there never can be an'industrial dispute" 
between employers andemployed engaged in the av;ocation 
of education, regardless of the wealth derived by 
the employers from the joint co-operation.
The contention sounds like an echo from the dark ages 

of industry and political economy. It not merely ignores the 
constant cur-rents of life around us, which is the real danger 
in deciding quesfions- of this nature, but it also forgets 
the memorable industrial organization of the nations, not 
for the production or distribution of material wealth, but 
for services,. national service, as the service of organised 
indus-try must alwa^ be. Examination of this contention will 
not only completely dissipate it, but will also serve to 
throw material light on the question in hand generally. The 
contentionis radically unsouuhd for txvo great reasons. It 
erroneously conevies the object of national industrial organi
sation and thereby unduly limits the meaning of the terms 
"production" and. "wealth" when used in that connection. But 
it further neglects the fundamental character of "indus-trial 
disputes" as a distinct and insistent phenomenon of modern 
society. Such disputes are not simply a claim to share the 
material wealth jointly produced and capable of registration 
in statistics. At .heart they are a s-fcruggle, constantly becoming 
more intense on the part of the employed group eng<aged in 
co-operation vh th the employing group in rendering services to 
the community essential for a higher general human welfare , 
to share in that welfare in a greater degree. . .That contention, 
if acceded to, would be revolutionary...How could it 
reasonably be said that a comic song or a jazz performance 
or the representation of a comdey, or a ride in a -fcramcar 
or motor-bus, piloting a ship, lighting a lump or showing a 
moving picture is more "material" os wealth then 
instruction, either cultural or vocational ? Indeed, to
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. Mors closely er-alysed; vie msy o,sl': ourselves, 
as Isaacs J lid, uhedher, if private schoj asdic 
esdallishnent s carried on leaching on. lhe sane 

IhedSlale schools, g iving el emend ary 
f’see,' end charging: fees fo;.-; the

sub3ecl s, .providing nhe same ci??-?iculum 
means of employed oeachsrs, v/ould 
l as o/e have he;?e be o.n induslrial 

’Iready indicaied .my view”, - 
’’■■hel educaoion so nrovided consl- 

induso.'r

1
4'

lines a 
educalion 
highs' 
cond so on, .by ' 
such a dispute 
dispule ”1 have 
says Isaacs J
ilules in itself an independent indust.'risl operation 
as a service rendo'red to the community. Charles 
Dickens evidently thought so when ninety years 
ago sSqueers called his ...school” the shop” and- 
prided himself on Nickleby’s being ’’cheap 
a year and commensura-e living condi'cions

A WO'rld has notysurned t!.ack sone ‘chen,
..the Coramiptes on Induslrj^. and Trade,

■ r so ovl t o, rhe Brit ish Pri me Mini sis s’’, 
among ‘'Trade Unions” ^hoae called ”t. 
It there appears that .'in 1897 there ' 
unions'wi-oh a nota]^. membership o'f. 45

” at £5 
The

In 1926 
in ..their 
included 

achUig”. . 
we.se six 
i,319, and in 

1924 there 'vzere severit-een unions', with a. membership 
of 194,946. The. true posinionCof. education in 
'.relation to the actively, .opsrltive trades is not 
rhaily ■ doubtful. Ihducallon, cultural and vocation. 
Is now ahd", is daily becoming 'as. much ‘-he artisan’s 
capital and; tool, and .to a great extent Ms safe
guard against unemployment, as the eii^loy'ers', 
banicing credit and insurs.nc.2 policy are part 
of hi-s tiean^'^to carry on the business, .There is ' 
at least as. much reason for including-the educat
ional establishments in ths; constitutiohal power 
as ’’labour”services, as there is. to include 
insurance, coma enies as ” c e.p it al'-” services.”

ClU

I

'JJe ha.vo extensively excerpted, f 
vigorous dissent because the seme no 
good; for India' '.diich' is emerging, fre; 
illiteracy to industrial education 
India basic educ.at 
in the 1 alter half of 
involves field ssudies 
surgeoncy and clinical 
technological training 
Indus.‘-rial progress is 
tioniand training are.- 
agriculture ac'-ivi-ies, s..-- .— 
of industry even'if highbrouismLmav ' 
to acknoivledge'i's, . It is a class-consci us, 
inegalitarian outlook 'zith o.n elicist oloofness. 
which nuikes some neoclo shrinJ-c from :;.ccepcing

the 
ion holds
• 0 pl-on IO'

_________ In Gandhi’ 
ion‘and handicraft morge and 

our centu3?y higher education 
factory..'-training', house- ‘ 

editcaclOn^ and, meres such 
ahd education in ImuSanitiss 
self-condemned. If cduce- 
ntegral to Industrial and 

b, such services are 
may b- unh.

chi ch' i
_ r,- - - ---------:
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educational institutions, vocational or othe:c, 
as industries. The definition is y/ide, emhraces 
training for inci.ustr3^ which, in turn ensconces 
all processes of producing goods and services 
by employer-employee co-operation, Sducation

• is the-nidus of industrialization and itself
is industry. V

We may consider ’cert ain gspect s of this 
issue while dealing with later eases of our Cour 
Suffice it. to say^, the unmincing argument of

• Isaacs J, has been specifically^ approved in
5°Hospital Mazdoor Sabha. 
TsupYaT in'YYiTfefent aspect.

•

Now we revert to rhe more crucial part of 
Corporation of Nagpur. It is meaningful to notice 
fhat ca’se, "tTie Gourr, in its incisive

by department of va;?iforra • 
observed!

in -oha’c case, 
anaZysis, dep HX* tmsn-.. 
municipal services, specificslly

•’^.ucation Department j
. Idc^cVaf^^r 'che prlrnwy 

compulsoiv'- pj?imary ediic: 
limits of 'She Corp oration. (Se 
evidence of Witness No

i 
/

Thi s dep art ment
■ education, i. q, 
at ion within the

9 the
1) This service 

Can epuaJ-ly. be done/by private persons. 
This department satisfies the’other tests, 
The eii5)loyees of .this deparismen''- coming 
under the definition "of ’’employees" 
under the Act would certainly be el'itr^ed 
to the benefits of the Act,"

this
’industry’ In i 
The ruling tests 
species of quasi- 
’industry* \___ _
i mp 1 i c 3^ Jii a” Yral e . ------ - - - „
'(see p”.9^”,” the" ent’ire 'Qrganrs*ati.onal 
It is not necessary t o '* e^quji  ̂*" 
with trade or business.’”” rh"“’ 
of the ma-^ter is that the 
ionol, engineering aspect, 
relations like wages, leav 
conditi-.,ns as well as charac

hods (not-motives) in running

The substantial break-through achieved by 
decision in laying bare the fundamentals oc* 

ts- wider sense deserves mention. 
3-are clear, 1. The ’analogous’ 

triAde qualify for becoming
^f the nauure of the orgganize_d aclivrg 

lusThe'ss' 'i3''l.iare’n bg’ them 
activity) . 

lu^se’the other activitl 
The” pith and subs '■ ance 
structural, organisat- 
the crucial industriaT- 

and other service 
teristic business 

methods (not-motives) in running the enterpiise, 
govern the conclusion. Presence of profit motive 
is expressly . negated as a criterion, hven 
the quid pro.quo theory - which is. the same 
monetary object in a .milder version - has be.on 
dismissed. The subtle distinction, d’lm in
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lovely linos and pressed ■’■i'-h 
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poi.nf of Ph 
falls under
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r is ver/y co'/prehen- 
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Such regal, funcsions shell be confined . 
to legislative pouerj adminis'^rati"n of 
lav; and judicial pov/er, (4) if a service 
■rendered by an indivit^jl o?? private 
■person v/ould ba ;n indiJibstry, is uor?ld 
ccnially be an industry in she hands of 
a Corpo 'acion. (5) If a service rendored 
by a Corporation is an indussryj. 'she 
eKiployses in she departments connected 
with that service, uhesher financisl, 
administrative or executive, V7ou3.d be 
encisled -vo^he bonefiss of 't?he Acs, 
(6) If a department of a mimic ipality 
discharged manj’' funcsions, 
s;. indus’vry as defined iii 
non-indussriaJ- acsivisies,

■ functions of she dep a?; -men 
criteriois for the

ome
a A.c :' and o 
iis predonin 
shal3. da ch

1-US J 4 he tax 
’ indus'civ'.

B3' these tokens 
dep e 

The

5 uhici’ find asso- 
smens of the' local bodj^ 
reason i;; this.

; of the Corporacion is '.hat taxes 
e col'^ ecesd in order to enable she 
Y to dischas/gG scatutory ;hancnions, 

functions so discharged asse ^’holl3' or 
by she d3finiti^''n of ’’industry'^ 
to exclude the "sax because

"The scheme 
end fees ar 
municipality
If ths functions so 
predominenfcly covered 
is c'^-feld be illogical

from the definision. 
individuals or firms 
or otheruisGj in she 
as she services 
r.axes collecsed 
performing chose 
rendered by sh: 
definis

While in the case of privace 
services arc paid in cash 
case of public institntionsj

- J. endered ^o she aublic, she 
from them conssisuse a ;fund for 

! sejrvices. As moss- of die services 
munieip ,.di <s co3m unde?; 'he

Sion of ’’induss^ry'*, ue should hold kia- 'she 
employ&GS of she tax department are elso entisled 
so she

''This dsa_'?emene looky 
sanita-i'in, control of 
of food O_dul'■ S:.
70-p p *2 hi '-ft ''^k'l ■: OS. Pn
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can also render these services. It is said 
that the control of food adult er at ion and 
ths control of epidemics cannot be done by 
private individuals and insti'^tions. ’^^e 
do not see why. There can be private 
medical units to help in the control of 
epidemics for remuneration. Individuals 
may get the food articles purchased by 
them examined'by ths medical unit and take 
necessary action against guilty merchants, 
^o'too, they Can take advantage of such a - 
unit to prevent epidemics by having necess
ary inoculations and advice. This depart
ment also satisfies ths other tests laid 
down by us, and is an industry within the 
meaning of the definition of "industry" 
in the Act,"

Even the General Administration Department 
is ’ industry’ ♦ J/Jhy "2 

’’Every hig company v/ith different sections 
will have a. general administration depart
ment. If the Various departments coUa’ced 
with 'che department are industriesthis 
deps,rtraent -fliould also be' a. part of the 
industry. Indeed the efficient rendering 
of ail the services would depend upon the 
proper working of this department, for, 
otherv/ise there would be confusion and 
chaos. 2he state Industrial Court in this 
case has held that all except five of the 
departments of the Corporation coms under 
the definition, of "industry” and if so, 
it follows that this department, dealing 
predominantly with industrial departments, 
is also an industry. Hence the' employees 
of this department' a??e also entitled to 
the benefits of this Act."

Running right through are three tests :
(a) the paramount and predominant duty criterion
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(p*971) ;
an .integral 
activity (p 
of

(h) the spscifij!i service being
5 non-sever able part of rhe same
• 960) and (c) the irrelevance 

bho statutory duty aspecr.

/

"It
this 
priva 
those s
question is 
charge of

. Corporation
hut, whether 
equally he p 
individuals, 
the Corporation Act 
laws prescribe

*X K.< V- liX J. O kJ J- ~~

'lie sanction of rhe

is said ^shat the functions of - 
deparrment are statutory and no 

e individual can discharge 
•;aru^ory functions. The' 

nor vliether the dis- 
certain functions by the 

have statutory backingj 
those" itihcru ns" carf 
erfozrrGd oy <r;iVc<..>s 

The provisions of 
nd rhe by - 

, certain specifi
cations for submission of plans 
and for 
authoriries concerned before the 
building is put up. The sane 
tiling can be done by a co-operative 
society or a private individual. 
Co-operative societies and private 
ThdiVidualT "c ar? sTro's’'!' nds for 
building houses in accordance with 
the conditions prescribed by law 
in this regard. The services of 
this department are therefore 
analogous to those of a private 
individual with the difference 
that one has the stsrutory sanction 
behind it and the o^;her is governed 
by terms of contracts,"



This latter case mage
It repeals the profit 

nd quid pro quo theory as having any bearing

Be it noted that even co-operatives are covered by 
the learned Judge we may deal with that matter Oi little 
latter.

The same bench decided both Corporation of 
Nagpur and Hospital Mazdoor Sa1?ha. 
be briefly considered now. ; 
motive a; ' , ~
on the quest ion." The wider import of Section 2 (j) is 
accepted but it expells essential 
from its scope.

It is necessary to note that th^*hospital 
concerned in that case was rurn by Government for medical 
relief to the people. Nay morey It had a substantial 
educational and training role.

’sovereign activities’

"This group serves as.a clinical training 
group for students of the Grant Medical 
College run and managed by the appellant for 
imptirting medical sciences .leading to the 
Degress of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor 
of Surgery of the Bombay University as well 
as various Post-Graduate qualifications of 
the said University and the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, Bombay; the group 
is thus run and managed by the appellant to 
provide medical relief and to promote the 
health of the people of Bombay”.

And yet the holding was tliat it vjas an industry. Medical 
education, I'^ithout mincing words, is ’industry’. It has 
no vulgarising import at all since the term

’industry’ is a technical one for the purpose of the Act, 
even as a master-piece of painting is priceless are but is 

’goods’ under the Sales Tax Law, without any philistinic 
import, -Law abstracts certain attributes of persons of 
things and assigns jtu’idlcal values without any pejorativ 

connotation aboytt other aspects. The Court admonishes that;

"Industrial ad judication has 'necessarily 
to be aware of the current of socio- 
enconomic thought groundp it must recogi ise 
that in the modern welfare State healthy 
industrial relations are a matter of paramount 
importance and its essential function is to 
assist the State by helping a solution of industrial 
disputes which constitute a distinct and 
persistent phenomenon of modernindustrialised 
States. In attempting to solve industrial disputes 
industrial adjudication does hot and should not 
adopt a doctrinnaire approach. It must evolve scm.- 
working principles and should generally avoid 
forumulating or adopting abstract generalisations. 
Nevertheless it cannot harp back to old age notion; 
about the relations between employer and emnloyee 
or to the dofctrine of laisses faire which then 
governed ths regulation of the said relations , 
Thai is why, mq' think in construing ths wide 
words used in Section 2 (j) it would be erroneous 
to attach undue importance to attributes 
associated with business or trade in the popular 
mind in days gone by".



"Iss£ics J. has. uttered a note of caution 
that' in dealing with industrial disputes 
industrial adjudicators must be conversant 
with the current h'lOwledg.e on .the subject 
and they should not ignore, the constant 
currants, of life around thorn for otherwise 

a serious infirmity in 
pproach. Dealing wlfcA the gener al 

.ct';.ristics of industrial anterprisss
.med. Judge observed that they contribute 

to the goneral welfare of the

it would introduce a. 
the ir a- 
ch..arae L 
the Ipa 
more or less 
community”.

A conspectus
G3,jendragadkcj? J. to 
provisions regarding

of the clauses has induced 
take note of the impact of 
public' utility service also;

”If the object and scope of the statute 
are considered thore would be no difficulty 
in holding that the relevcrit words of wide 
import have been deliberately used by the 
Legislature in defining '’industry'’ in 
Section 2(j). The object of the Act was to make 
provision for the invostigadcion a.nd settlement 
for industrial disputes, and tho extent 
and scope of its provisions would bo real
ised if we bear in mind the definition of 
’’industrial dispute” given by Section 2{k) ' 
of ’’vjagos” by Sec, 2{rrj,”v;orkman” by 
S,2(s), and of ’’employer” by si2(g) . 'Besides 
the dofinition of a public utility service 
prescribed by s.2(m) isvery significant. 
One has merely>to glance at the six. 
cy^l^egories of public utility service mentioned 
by s, 2r(m) to realise that the rule of cons
truction on which the appellant relies is

The positive delineation of ’industry’ is set i? 
these terms ; -

as a working principle it may be 
stated that -an activity systematically or 
habitually undertaken for the. production or 
distribution of goods or for the render
ing of material sarvice to the community at 
large or a p^.rt of such community vjith the . 
help of employees is an undertaking. Such 
an activity generally involves the cooperation 
of the employer and the employees; and 

its object is the satisfaction of material 
human needs. It must bo organised or 
arranged in s. manner in which trad,? or

.ness is gon; er ally organised or arranged. It
not be ce,usal, nor must it be for
'If nor for pl 7;asur '<, Thus th^' mann "r in

h th ' act ivit;/■ in question is org''.nis.a'



or .arranged, the condition of the co-opcreteon 
between employer and the employee necessary 
for its success and its object to render 
material service to the community can be 
regarded as some of the features which are 
distinctive of. activities to which section 2 (j) 
applies, Judged by this test there v/ould be no 
difficulty in holding that th^* State is carrying 
on an undertaking when it rune the group of 
Hospitals in question.’'

Again,
”It is the character of the activity which - 
decides the question as to whether the 
activity in question attracts the provision 
of Sec. 2(j); who conducts the activity and 
whether it is conducted for profit or not do 

a material difference,”not mak

By these tests 
is an industry, 
Sion is "vidont;

even a free or charitable hospital 
That the court intended such a conclu-

’’If that be so, if a private citizen runs a 
hospital without charging any fees from ths 
patients treated in it,, it would neverthe
less be an undertaking under section 2(j).

’ Thus the character of the activity involved in 
running a hospital brings the institution of 
the'hospital v/ithin section 2 (j)

Ths ^rub’ with the ruling, if we may with 
great dsf^ence sa.y so, begins when the Court 
inhibits/itself from effectuating, the logical 
thrust of its own crucial ratio j

though section 2(j) uses words of very 
wide denotation, • a line v/ould. have to be dravm in 

fair and just manner 'sb as d;o exclude some 
services or undertakings. If all 

words used arc given their widest maan- 
al3. services, and oIZl callings would 

purvievr of the definition;
A servant purely in 
__ ’V or even in a 

defin it ion. 
at in

a_________ _
callings,

the 
ing, 
come within the 
even service rendered by 
a personal or domestic matter 
casual way would fall within the 
It is not and cannot b? suggested th 
its wido sweep the word ’’service” is intended 
to include service howsoever rendered in 
vzhatsoever capactity and for whatsoever 
We must, 
should b 
sh ould. b 
the wide 
doubt is 
decide.”

’’service”
»

and for whatsoever reason, 
therefore, consider where ths lin> 
drawn and whevt limitations can and 

; reasonably implied in intsrpr-ting 
words used in s. 2 (j); and that no 
iy. somevjhat difficult problem to



What is 'fair and just raanner’? It must be founded 
' on grounds justifiable by principle derived from the 
statute if it is not to be sublimation of subjective 
phobia, rationalization of interests or judiciali- 
sation of non-juristic negatives. Jknd this hunch, in 
our'-respectful view, has been proved true not by posi 

. tive pronouncernant in the. case but by two points 
. suggested but left open. One relates to education 

and the other to professions. Wo will deal with them 
in due course. \ •

Liberal i-i/hen the delimit ing line is dravm to
'Profess-whittle down a wide definition, a principled working 
ions test, not' a projected wishful -thought, should be 

sought. This conflict surfaced in the Solicitor's 
case (1962 Suppe d) S.C*R, 157) • Before us too, a 
focal point of contest was as to whether the liberal 
professions are, ipso facto, excluded from ’industry’ 
Two gro-unds-were given by Gajendraga.dkar, J.
fox’ Over-ruling Sri A.S.R.Chari’s submissions.
The doctrine of direct co-operation and the features 
of liberal professions were given as good reasons 
to barricade professional enterprises from the 
militant clamour for mor'?, by lay labour. The 
learned judge expressed himself on the first 
salvational plea; "Wen in the.Hospital case this 
Court referred to the organisation of the underta.kinp 
involving the co-operation of capital and labour cr 
the employer and his employees, it obviously meant 
the cp-operatld essential and necessary for the 
purpose of rendering material service by for the 
PURPOSE OF PRODUCTIONS. 'It' would be realisecTTEat 
the concept or indusbr'y postultites^ partnership betwe; 
capital and labour, or 'between the employer and his 
employees. It is under this partnership that the 
employer contributes his capital and the .employees 
thsif* labour and-the joint contribution of capitaj, 
and la.bour leads directly to the production v/hich

■ --ths .-indstry has in view. In other words,, the
co-operation between capital and labour or between 
the employer and his employees which.is trac.ted as 
a working test in determining whether any activity 
amounts to an industry, is the co-operation which 
is directly.involved in the production of goods or 
in tho rendering of service'. It' cannot be suggested 

that every form or aspect of human -activity in v/hich 
capital and labour co-op/'rate or employer and

. employees assis-b each oth>r is an industry. The 
distinguishing f:r'.tur<; of an industry is that for 
the production of goods, or for the renderin.g of 

service, co-operation between capital and, labour 
or betv/een th<; employer and ~his employees must

■ direct and, must be es5ential.~ C6-ope.x"ation to v hacl 
iust be co-operation between th 
employees y/hich is essential 
the purpose of -bh-.e" ^-nterpriae 

' rendered by the enterprise sh 
tcome of the combined efforts e 
the ^mploy-s sh'

the test refers’m 
emp 1 oyer a nd h i s' 
for carrying out ' 
the service to be 
be the direct .outc< 
th'^ -mploy /r and
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The second reason for exoneration is 
qualifative. ’’Looking at this question in a broad 
and general way, it is not easy to conceive that 

a liberal profession like that of an attorney could - 
have been intended by the Legislature to fall 
within the definition of ’’industry” under section 
2('j). The very concept of the liber^ professions 
has its own special and distinctive features which 
do not readily permit the inclusion of the liberal 
professions into the four corners of industrial lav;.

The essential basis of an industrial dispute is 
that it is a dispute arising between capital and 
labour in enterprises where capital and labour 
combine to produce commodities or to render service. 
This essential basis would be absent in the case 
of liberal professions. A person following a 
liberal profession does not carry on his profession 
of his en^jloyees and the principal, if not the sole, 
capital which he brings into his profession is his 
special or peculiar intellectual and educational 
equipment. .That is why on broad and g'-naral 
considerations which cannot be ignored, a liberal 
profession like that of an attorney must, we think, 
be deemed to be outside the definition of ’’industry” 
under section 2(j)”.

Let us examine.these two tests. In ths 
sophisticated, subtle, complex, assembly-line 
operations of modern enterprises, the test of 
’direct’ and ’indirect’, ’essential’ and ’inessen
tial’, will snap easily. In'an Amsri'can automobile 
manixCacto^gy, everything from shipping iron ore 
into and/shipping cars out of.the vast complex 
takes place with myriad major and minor jobs.. A 
million administrative, marketing and" advertising 
tasks are done. Vi/hich, out of this mass of chore's, 
is direct ? A battale may be lost if winter v;ear 
were shoddy. Is ths array tailor a direct contributor

An engineer may lose a competitive contract 
if his typist typed wrongly or shabbil}.^ or dsspatchs-d 
late. He is a direct contributory to the disaster.. 
No lawyer or doctor can impress client or court 
if his public relations job or home work were poorly 
dons, and that part depends on smaller'men, adjuncts, 
Gan the great talents in administration, profession, 
science or art shine if a secretary fades or faults?

The.whole theory of direct co-operation is an 
eat respect, hardly-

The v/hole theory of direct 
improvisation v/hich, vjith' gr 
impresses."



”... ....Ths service of cO solicitor was regarded 
as individual depending upon his personal 
qualifications and ability, to e.dnich the 
employees did not contributo directly or 
essentially. Their contribution, it was held, 
had no direct or essential n^?<us n?ith the 
advice nr services. In this way learned 
professions were excluded''.

To nail this essential nexus theory, Kidyaltyllah, 
C.J., argued :-

”Wat partnership can exist between the 
company and/or Board of Directors on the one 
hand and the menial staff eriTployed to svrsep 
floors on the other ? ••yhat direct and essential 
neo:us is there between such omiplcyees and 
production ? This proves that what must be 
established is the sxistance of an industr3^ 
viewed from the .ngle of whet the onroloyer is 
aoang ana ii rne aeaanltion xi'om the angle of 
the employer’s occupation is satisfied, all 
who render service and fall within the 
definition of worlaaan come within the fold 
of industry irrespective of what they do.
There is then no need to establish a 
partnership as such in the production of 
materiel goods or material services. Each 
person doing his appointed task in an 
organisation will be a part of the industry 
whether he attends to a loom or merely 
poltehss door handles. Ths fact of employment 
as-envisaged in the second part is enou^ 
provided there is an industry and the; 
employee 
professions are not 
there is absence of 
because viewed from 
occupation, they do

bhsre is an indur-t
is a workman. Tiia learned

industry not because 
such pSTtnership but 
the anal a of the. employer’s 

tisfy the test’\not s

■ Although Gajendragadkar J, in Solicitor’s 
case and Hidayatullah, J. in Gymliaana case agreed - 

tha.t ths learned professions must be excluded, on 
the question of direct o'r eff.active■ contribution in 

partnership, they flatly contradicted each other. 
The reasoning on this part of the case which has 
been articulated in the Gymjdnana Club Employees Union-;

{ supra, ) appeals to us.'There ‘is. no ne?d' for^insistence 
upon the. principle of partnership, the .doctrine of 
direct no.xus or the contribution of values by 
omployeos. emplo;-ee in a prof(jssional office,
bo he a par a-Is gal assist.nt or full-fl'''dgsd professional 
employer; or, dovjn the ladd r, a mero sweeper or janitor, 

ev ry-one makes for ter; succ'se of ths office, uven the 
ehe collects .floe; Cl’S an;’ 'ol;ec .s a be,.,.utiful bwech in a

th



weryons
of professional success 
member
reason,
of the

a vase'on the table spreading fragrance and pl^asantnca 
around. The failure of anyone can mar even the success 
of everyone else. Efficient colic-ctivity is the '^ssenc-' 

We reject the plea t at a
of a learned or liberal profession, for that sol 
can self-axclude himself from operation

Act,

demand 
have al

\ •
Ths professional immunity from labour’s

. for social justice bQca.us3 learned professions 
■halo also, stands on sandy foundation and, 

perhaps, validates G.B. Shaw’s witticism that all 
professions are conspiracies .against ths laity. 
After all, let us be realistic and recognise that wc 
live in an age of experts alias professionals, each 
having his ethic, monopoly, prestige,- power and profit, 
Prplif eratipa pf prof essions, is a ubioutous phpnpm-onon 
and none but ths tradition- bouna ViTiil agree^that 
their’s is not a lib-eral. profession. Lawyers have th.'ir 
code. -So too medics swearing by Hippocrates, 
chartered accountarts and compaaiy“secretaries and 
other autonomous nidi of know-how.

Sociological critics have tried to 
demythologise the learned professions. Perhaps they 
have exaggerated. Still it is there.' The politics 
of skill, not service of the people, is the

■ crientation, according to a recent book on 
’Professions for the P ople’.

current

’’The English professions in the eighteenth 
century were an acceptable successor to the 
feudal ideal of landed property as a means of 
earning living. Like landed property, a 
professional .’’competence” conveniently ’’broke 
the direct connect ion’between work and income 

Reader, I966, p. .3 ) for the gentryman. k 
pro£ess±anal career provided effects, aristocratic, 
protective -coloration, and a.t the same time 
■enabled one to make a considerable sum of 
money without sullying his hards with a ’’job” 
or ’’trade”,. One could carry on commerce by 
sleight of hand while donning the vestments of 

, professional altnui-sm. To boot, one could also 
work without appearing to derive income directly 
from it. As Reader explains :

’’Ths v/hol 
have caus 
e mb ar r as sm' ?nt 
elabor at f 
art ifloa.
to lie in ths feeling, th 
f it ting I'oi' 
for s er vic.
monsy pas,3.;

e subject of payment..,, seems to 
ed professional men acute

, making them take refuge in 
c one e alment, ict ion, and 
The root of the matter appears 

at it was not 
one gentleman to pay another 
rendered, particuarly if the 
directly. H-nce, the device



of paying a barrister's fee to the' attorney, 
not to the barrister himself. H-'-'nce, 
also the conv'/ntion that in many profess
ional dealings thee matter of the fee wais 
n'ever openly talked e'bopt*, nhich could 
ba vary convenieait, sinc^ it procluch-'d 
the client or pati'^ait from arguing about 
whatever sum his advisor might eventually 
indicate as a fitting honorarium (1966,p.37;

rm “IThs 'established professions-the law, medicine, 
and the clergy-held ( or continued to hold ) 
estate-like positions

The three''liberal professions' of the 
eight a: nth century were the nucleus 
about which th'3 professional class of the 
ninateanth centur^r was to form. '7a have 
seen that they vaere "united b" th:'' bond 
of classical wmucationg that their broaa 
and ill-defined functions covered much th? 
later would crystallize out into new, 
specialised, occupations; that each., ulti- 
■mataly,. derived much of its standing with 
the established order in the State,.(1966, 
page 23)''.

In th' United States, professional 
associations are guilds in.modern dress.

f'TIodern prof'cssional associations are 
/organizational couhhtsrparts of the guilds.

They are occupational self-interest organi
zations. In as much as the professions/ 
still perform custom work and oxsreiso a 
monopoly of training and skill, ths 
guild analogy is plausible. Kowsvsr 
aspects of economic history lead 
a different conclusion. There 
shift of emphasis on the par

9 

to 
h"S b: ■ 

t of prof 
from control ov '-r the guilty of the 
product or service, to control of rice.'

S S i Oil

Indeed’, in America, processionals 
hold a strict monopoly, 

Tv-’ar burn an it ar ianism as
England Z?oyel Commiss 

i-,o into certain aspects 
legal profession.

advert is ',
charge heavy fe.'^s and 

an altruist mask. In 
ion has b" ''n appoint-d 
of th-' v’orking of th''



r

challenge of a 
iwyers ought to

”In preparing for 
Royal Commission 

realise how d
■ goes, how 

are raagnifi 
.legal prpfeiis 
pressure group- some would say 
protection society- in tl^'land 
its loyal adherents in 
ViZh it eshall, 
freemasonry 
status ..quo.

the challenge
I 5 -LC v.j-

eep Public disillusionment 
the faults of the legal system 
ed by the feeling that the 

'RSSion is the most powerful- 
■Jould say a. mutual

_ vjith 
West min i st er,

aind on the bench, like a great 
designed, to protect the

X X

client of the benefits ofIt robs th‘
frev? competition among barristers for 
his custom. It confirms his impression 
that Her Majesty’s courts, which he 
rightly regards as part of the service 
the State offers to all its citiaens, are 
a pr'ivate oen^Jic society for .Lawyers.

The fees .that lawyers are paid, and the 
services that they ..give in'return, must 
also be studied. A recent survey suggested, 
that in one criminal court. 79 percent 
of barristers in. contested cases and 
96 per cent in uncontested cases sav; their 

on the morning of the hearing, 
that worth ?

clients only
■ Jlowe much is 

, z
V V 'V' •V’

-i-i. -«A.

....... For Britain at present has a legal 
system which often looks as anachronistic 
as its wigs and gowns, a system in which 

solicitors are. plentiful in well-to-do areas 
and inaccessible in less fashionable distric 
in which the law appears suited only to the 
property rights of the middle class, but 
oblivious of the new problems of poorer and 
less wsll-educat-ed people, who need help 
xvith their broken marriee-es or their land- 
lord-and-tenant disputes. Sooner rather 
than later, the legal system must be made 
to., app.ar les.s like a bastion of privil'^.ge, 
more like a defend-r of us all.”

The American Modiccil Associetion has come in for 
sharp social criticism and litigative challeng":^.e/hicT 
architect, engineer or auditor has the art to mc.k.' 

Taats, landscape little village or bother about sr.-eli 
units? red vdeich auditor raid company secrdrmy has na 
been pressured to brRak with mor<-ls by bia business? 
Our listening posts are raw life.
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nign
■ ( A,I.i.'i97c 
'econdite.

conduct .The

7'
- The-Indian Bar, and Medicine have a I 

social ethic upta now. Ever so, Dabolkar 
21^.2} cannot be ignored as freak or r 

Doctors have been criticised for unsocial 
halo .conjured up in the Solicitor’s case hardly 
serves to ’de-industrialise’ the professions. After 
all, it is not infra dig for lawyers^ doctors, 
engineers, architects, auditors, comp an 3^ secretaries 
or other prof.essionals to regard themselves as v’orkers 
in their own sphere 'or employers or suppliers of 
specialised service to society. Even justicing is

service and, but for the exclusion from industry’’ on 
the score of sovereign functions, might qualify for 
being .regarded as ’ industry ’ , The?-plea of ’profession’ 
is irrelevant for .the industrial law except as expres-s 
ion of an anathema. No legal principle supports it.support

Spo^aking '.generally, the editors of the book 
Profession for the people, ^-arliest mentioned state:

"Jethro K.Lisberraan U97O, p. 3) waarns : 
"Professionals are dividing the vjorld into 
spheres of influnence. and erecting large 
signs saying ’exports at work here, do 
not proceed further." He shows that 
via such mechanisms as licensing, self- 
regulation, and political pressure the 
professions are augmenting the erosion of

. democracy. Professional turf is now 
ratified by the rule, of law* If there is 
the ^case, it represents a significant 
development: the division of labour 
in society is again moving towards the 
legalization of social' status quo 
occupational roles,"

of the 
in our 
common 
a

All this adds up to the decanonisation 
noble professions. Assuming that a professional 
egalitarian ethos, is like any other man of 
clay plying a'trade or business, vie cannot 

assent to„the cult of the. elite in carving out 
islands of exception to ’industry’.

The more serious argument of exclusion urged 
to keep the professions out of the coils of industrial 
disputes and the employees’ demands backed 

agitations ’red in tooth and"claw’ is a sublimated 
version of the same argument. Professional eecp'-rtiso 
and ^excellence, with its occupational 
ideology, le'Arning, bearing 
aloft a standard of service which centres 
the individual doctor, lawyer, teacher or 
This reputation and quality of sp'^cial service being 
of the essence, the co-operation of the worlanen 
this core activity of professional offices is

autonomy,
md morality, holds 

round
aud it or.

1 ’•'i
0 5nt,



of the essence, ra?ne.gerf;

one an gle , se c o n de ry, 
Let us look pt o

Itor's firm, lhet 
not kill if. p,n attendent

The clerks and stenos, the hell boys pnd doormen, 
th? sweepers end me nip,Is ha.ve no art or part in the 
soul of professional functions with its higher code 
of thic o.rd intellectual proficiency, their contribution 
being peripheral a nd lovj-grade , with no relevance to 
the clients’ wants and re o/uirements. This conventional 
model is' open to the sociological criticism that it 
is an ideological cloak conjured up Joy hig'nborne , 
a posture,of noblesse oblige which ^s incongruous 
with raw life, especially in the democratic third 
world and post-industrial societies. To hug the past 
is to materialise the ghost. The paradigms of 
professionalism are gone. In the large solicitors’ 
firms, architects’ offices, medical polyclincs and 
surgeries, we find a humming industry, each section 
doing its work with its special flavour and culture 
and code, and making the end product worth its price. 
In a regular factory you have highly skilled 
technicians whose talent is 
whose ability organizes and workmen whose 
co-ordinated input is,' from' 
from another, significant, 
surgery or walk into a rez 
physician or surgeon will 
errs or clerk enters vjrong or dispenses deadly 
dose? One such disaster somewhere in the 
assembly-line operations and the clientele 
will be scared despite the doctor's , distalled

' skill. The lawyer is no better and just cannot 
function without the specialised supportive' tools 
of para-professionals like secretaries, librarians 
and law-knowing steno-typists or even the messenger?.

' and'telephone girls. The mysti,gue of professional!.-1 
easily melts in the hands of modern social scientists 
wiio haveZ(as Watergate has sho-wn in .'’merica and has 
India had its countsrpa.rts?) debunked and stripped 
the professional emperor naked, 
been exposed, cash has overcome 
if professionalis'm is a. mundane 
■’profession” and ’'professional” 
contributions to the oil-

'Altruism’ has 
craft nexus and 
ideology, then 
are sociological

' 'njavay, in the sophistic?" te d 
organisation of expert services, -all occupations 
have central skills, an. occupational code of ethics, 
a group culture, some occupational authority, and 
some permission to monopoly practice from ths community. 
This incisive approach makes it difficult to 
’casts-ify’ or 'cla.sS-ify' the liberal professions 
a.s part and beyond the pa.le of 'industry' in 
our democracy. Vfe mean no disrespect to the 
members of the professions. Even'the ju.dicia.l 
nrofession or administrative profession cannot 
escape the winds of social change. ''.Vs may add

• n
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that the modern world, particularly the third 
world, can hope for cO human tomorrow only 
through Professions for the people , through expertise 
a t the service of ths millions Indian primi- 
tivism. can be banishea only by pro boro 
publico professions in the field of law, 
medicine, education, engineering and what not.. 
But that radicalism does not detract.from the 
thesis that 'industry' does not spare professionals. 
Sven so, the widest, import may still self-exclude 
the little moffusil, la.wyer, the small rure.l medic 
or the country eRgineyr, even though a hired 
sweeper or factotum a.ssists.nt may. work x^rith him.
We .see no rationale in the claim'to carve out 
islets. Look.. A solicitor's firm or a lax'^jz-'^r's 
firm becomes successful not merely by the talent 
of a single lawyer but by'the co-operative operatic n 
of several specialists, juniors and seniors. Like- 
vcise The anciliiary services oi competent sTenc- 
gra.phers, para-legal supportive services are 

The same test applies to 
The conclusion is inevitable 

that contr.ibutio.n to the success of the institution
eye ryprofessiona.l unit has an ' institutional'‘gpod- 

. will and reputation- comes not merely from 
the professional or specialist but from all 
those .whose excellence in their respective parts 
makes for the total proficiency, '^/le' have, 
therefore, no doubt that the claim for exclusion 
on the^ score of libera.l professions is unwa.rranted 
from A functional- or definitional angle . The 
flood-gat.es of exemptio.n from the obliga.tions 
under the Act will be opened if professions flct.-' 
out of its scope.

ncilLi^ry
para-legal supportive services a 

equally important, 
other professions.

LTany callings may cl 
as liberal professions, 
have broken dox<i and the old 
liberal descent have begun t 
practices (even legally, as 
factually, as in same other 
under this new- la.be 1 will lee 
on the statutory intent and effect.

s.mour to be regrrded 
In an age when trcditian

V7orld orofesalons
o resort to commerci' 
in America, or 
countries) exclusion 
infliction of in.iury

The result of this discussion is that tbp • 
solicitors’ ca.se is vjrongly decided and must, 
therefore, be over-ruled, "fe must hasten, 'roT./ever, 
to repeat that a small cateparv, p-rhaps larne 
in numbers in the muffasil, ma}- n^jt squarei^^ 1^11
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within the definition of industry, .A single 
lawyer, a. rural medical practitioner or .urbar. 
doctor-with a little assistant and/or menial 
servant- may ply a profession but may not be 
said to'run an industry. That is not because 
the employee does not make contribution nor, 
because the profession is too high to be 
hlassified as a trade or industry with its 
comraerciaJ- connotations but because ..there is

' nothing like organised 'labour ' in’such employ- 
m^^^ The image -of industrj'’ or even quasi-industr;y 
is one of plurality of workmen, not an isolated 
or single little' assistant or a ttenda.nt. The ' 
latter category is more or less like personal

■ avocation for livelihood taking some paid or
‘ part-time from another. The i.diole purpose 

of the Industrial -Disputes .Act is to focus _on 
resolution of industrial disputes and regulation 
of industrial relations and not to meddle with 
every little ca.rpenter in a village or black
smith in a tovjp vjho sits vjith his son or 
assistant to work for the customers who trek in. 
The ordinary spectacle of a cobbler and his 
assistant or a cycle repairer vrith a helper, 
we come across in the-< pavements of cities and 
towns, repels the idea of industry and 
industrial''dispute i Bor this rea.son, which

' a.pplies all along; the line, to small profess-
• ions, petty handicraftsmen, domestic,servants 

and the life , the solicitor or doctor or
-. rural engineers, even like the butcher, the 

bal^r a,nd the candle-stick maker, with an 
assistant or -without,, does not fall within the 
definition of industry^. . In regular industries, 
of course, even a. few employees are enough to 
bring them within sec.2(f) . Otherwise automated 
industries will slip through the net.

ducat ion We will now move on to ?„ considsro.tion of 
education as an industry. If the triple tests 
of systemr.tic a.ctivity, co-opero.tion .between 
employer and employee and production of goods 
and services viere alone to be applied, a 
University, a college, a research institutes 
or. teaching institution will be an industrv.

. But in University of Delhi (1961 ,(2) S.C.r'. IQ'i} 
it was held that the Industrial Tribunal, was 
wrong in regarding the University as an industry 
because it would be inappropriate, to describe

c on td.
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education as an industrial activity. Ga.jandra.-
■ gadko.r J, agreed in his .judgment tho.t the 
■employer-employee 'test oap,s satisfied a.nd 
co-opera.tibn betvjeen the, two^ was also present.

. Undoubtedly, education is a Sjtiblime cultural
■ service, technological tra'in itfg and pe rsonality 
■-builder, k man without e‘duca-tion is a 
brute and nobody can . qua.rrel ■ with the. propo-

■ sition that, educa.tion, in' its spectrum, is 
significant service to the'c oramunity. We ha.ve 
s,lrea.dy given extracts from Australian'Judge 
Isa-acs J, to substantiate the thesis that 
education is not merely industrj^ but the mother 
-of industries. ' ■A- philistinic, illi"derate 
society will 'be' not merely uncivilised but ■ 
incapable of industrialisation. Nevertheless 
Gajendragadlca.r J, observed: ,;

''It would, no doubt,' sound some'what 
strange ti-at education should be described os 
industry and the teachers ?s workmen within 
the meaning of the Act, but .if the litere.l 
construction for which "the respondents 
contend' is accepted, that conse.quence must 
follow.” Why ip it./strange to rogard education 

las ah industry? , Its re'spsctibility? Its 
lofty character?' Its professional sta.fnp?

■ Its cloistered virtue which cannot be spoiled 
by the comme rcisJ. implications .and the- raucous

/ voices'tf workmen? Two.'reasons are given
■ to^void the conclusion the/t imparting education 
isZan industry. The first'ground relied oh

. - by the Court is-based upon the preliraina.ry 
conclusion that teachers are 'not ’worknieh’ by 
definition i Perhaps, they are. not, because 
teachers' do not do manual work or 'technical

-work.. We are not too sure whether it is .proper: 
to disregard, i-vith contempt, manual work 'and 
separate it from education, nor are vr? too

-sure -whether in our techno.logical universe, 
•education has to be excluded. However, that 
may be ?, battle, to be wa.ged on a Is te r occasion 
by litigation and xfe do not propose to 
pronounce on it ?,t present. The Court, in the ■ 
University of Delhi, proceeded on that assum
ption viz. ths.t teachers are not workmen, which 
v/e' will adopt to test the vsliditjr of the 
argument. The reaso.ning of the Court is best 
expressed in the words of Ga,jendragadter, J : ■

contd
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’’It is common ground that teachers 
employed bjr educational institutions, 
■whether the said institutions are 
imparting primary, secondary, collegiate 
or postgraduate, education, are not 
workmen under s ..2( s) , and so, it follows 
that the whole body of em.ployees ■with 
whose co-operation the work of imparting 
education is carried on by education?,!, 
institutions do not fall within the 
purview of s .2( s) , and any disputes 
between them/l-ni the instituions t.vhich 
employed them are outside the scope of 
the Act. In other words, if imparting 
education is an industry under s*2{j), 
the bulk of the employees being outside 
the purview of the ict, the only disputes 
which can fall, within the scope of the 
.'ict are those which-arise between such 
institutions and their subordinate 
staff, the members of whichumay fall

, under s.2(s). In our opinion, having 
regard to the fact that the work of ■ 
education is prime.,rily and exclusively 
co'rried on with the assistance of the 
labour and co-operation of teachers,'the 
omission of the whole class of teachers 
from the definition prescribed by s.{2)(s) 
has an import?nt bearing and significance 
in relatio.T to the problem which we are 
considering. It could not have been the 
policy of the ict that education should 
be treated ?,s industry for the benefit 

numberof 0 very minor o,nd insignificant 
of persons viho may be emoloyed bj'' 
educational institutions to carry 
duties of the subordits staff. 
ss.2(g), (j) and (s) togsther, v'?e 
inclined to hold that the work of 
carried on by educational institutions 
like the University of Delhi is not an 
industry within th? m^^a.ning of the Act.*’

on the
Redoing 
ore 
educa.tion

The second orgument lAjhicb ap^oeoled t-o th 
Court to reach its co.nclusion is that : ’’The 
distinctive purpose a.nd object of education 
would make it very difficult to assimilate 
it to the position of any trade, business or 
calling or service wit'ciin ths meaning of 
s--c.2( j) k'hy so? Ths answer is given 
by the ia^arned judee Idne-lf :



"Educatibryfeeeks to build up the 
personality of ths pupil by assisting 
his physical, intellectual, mora.l a.nd 
emotional development. To speak of 
this educational process in terms of 
industry sounds so cort^iletely incon
gruous that one is not sunrised 
tha-t the Act has delibere.tely so defined 
workman under s.2(s) as to excludei 
teachers from its scope. Under the 
sense of values recoghised both by the 
traditional and conservative as well 
as the modern and progressive social 
outlook, teaching and teachers are, 
no doubt, assigned a high place of 
honour and it is obviously necessary 
.and desirable that teaching end teachers 
should receive the respect that is 
due to them. A proper sense of values 
would naturally hold teaching ?nd 
teachers in high esteem, though poyuer 
or wealth may not be associated with , 
them'. It cannot be denied'that the 
concept -of social justice is wide 
enough to include teaching and teachers, 
and the requirement that reachers 
should receive proper emoluments and 
other amenities which is essentially 
based on social justice cannot be disputed; 
but the effect of excluding teachers 
from s,.2(s) is only this that the remedy 
available for the betterment of their

/ financial prospects does not fall under 
the Act . It is well known that Education 
Departments of the State Governments as 
well as the Union Government, and the 
University Grants Commission carefully 
consider-', this problem and assist the 
teaohers by requiring ths payment to 
them of proper scales of pay and by 
insisting on the fixation of other 
reasonable terms and c onditions of service 
in regard to teachers engaged in prinK».ry 
and seconda.ry^ education and collegiate 
education which fall under their 
respective jurisdictions. The position 
nevertheless is clear that any problems 
connected with teachers and their 
salaries are outside ths purview of the

cortd.
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det, and since ths teachers form the
sole class of employees xvith whose co
operation education is impartsd by 
educational institutions, their exclu
sion from the purvievj, o^’the Act necessarily 
corroborates the conclusion tha^t education

■ itself is not Avithout its scope J'

i

.'iinother reason has r’.lso been adduced to 
reinforce this conclusion :

i

/

’’It is veII known that the University of 
Delhi and most other educational insti
tutions are not formed or conducted for- 
making profit; no doubt, the absence of 
profit motive would not take the irork of 
any institution! outside s.2(j) if the 
requirements of" ths sa.id definition a.re 
otherwise satisfied. We have referred to 
the a.bsencs of profit motive only to 
emphasise the. fact that the work undertaken 
by such education?.! institutions differs 
from' the norm?.! concept of trade, or 
business. Indeed, from ?■ rational point 
of view, it would be regarded as inappropriate 
to describe education even as at profession ♦
ducation in. its true p.spect is more a 

missio.n and a vocation re.ther thanks 
profession or trade or business, however, 
wide may be the denotation of the two 
latter A./'Zords under the .Act. Th.at is v/hy 
we think it would be'unreasonable to hold 
that educational institutions are employers 
within ths '■meaning of .s.2(g), or that the 
work of teaching carried on by them is 
an industry under s.2(j), b-cause essen
tially, the creation of a well-educated 
healthy young'genera.tion imbued with ? 
rational progressive out-look o:^ life which 
is the sole aim of education, cannot at 
all be compared or assimilated with what 
ma J'' be described as an' industrial process."

The Court Ava.s confronted by the Corporation 
of Nagpur where iy had been expressly held that 
the education department of the Corporation was 
service rendered by the department and so the 
subordinate menxal employees of the department 
came under the definition of employees and would

c ontd.
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ben-'fits of the let. 
sway by the suggestion 
as to vjhether -ducationa.l 
educational institutions

be entitled to ths 
This ■ w,s explp,ins d 
thn.t
•work 
like 
been

■

’'’the question 
carried on by 
the University of Delhi, which have 
formed nrima.rily end Solely 'for the 

purpose of imparting education amounts to 
'an industry within the mea.ning of s.2(14), 
wa.s not argued before the Court and' was 
not I'eally raised in that form."

the se 
hold, 
that 
held 
that

We dissent, with utmost deference, 
propositions and are inclined to 
as the C o rp or a t i on o f N a gpu r held, 

education is industry and as Isaacs J,
i.n ths Australian case (supra) , 

education is pre-eminently service.

The actual decision in University
■U a - oUa.h>'-i ..<-'<1151 1 ; i. i < 1 j

namely, that the predominant activity 
of the university wa.s teaching and since 
teachers did not come within the purviev-? 
-of the "ct, only the. incidental activity 
of the subordina te staff could fall within 

its scope but that could not alter the 
predominant character of the institution.J..

J

We ma,y deal with these contentions 
in a brief way, since the substantial 
grounds on which we reject the reasoning 
J^^.ve already been set- out elabora.tely.
rhe premises relied on is that the bulk 
of the employses in the unive'rsity is the 
teaching community. Teachers are not 
workmen and cannot rais’ disputes under the 
let. The subordinate staff being onlj/- a 
minor categorj'- of insignificant numbers, 
the institution must be e.xcluded, going 
bj'- the predominaut character test. It is 
one thing to say that an institution is 
not. an industry. It is altoghether a.nothe r 
thing to say that a large nurabe.r of its 
employees are not ’workmen' and cannot 
thisrefore avail of the benefits of ■^hc 
Act and so the institution c-eases to be an 
industry. The' test is not the predominant 
number of employees entitled to enjoy 
the benefits of the Act. The tr’ue teat 
is the predominant nature of the activitv.

CC'^' td
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of the university or an 
institution, th-n n” ture of the 
ex-hypothesi. educa tion 'which 

Ergo,
■The

In the cpss 
0 due? 'tior.rl 
Evetivity is 
is service to the cenimuriity. 
the university is an industry,
error has crept in, if 5^ may say so vjith 
gr’^at respect; in mixing up th- numerical 
strength of ths personnel with "the nature 
of the activity.

are severab.Le although 
main cultural, enterprise

0- separate but considerable
It may have a large fleet 

rmy of running 
It may have'a' tremendous adminis- 
strsngth of officers u.nd clerical 
It may^ have ka.ramchp.ris of va.rious 
s the Corporation of N'agour has

' these operations,
70 d in severa.ltyr or collectively, ma.y 
treated as industry. It ’ivould be

if a university has 50

Secondly there are a number of
■ ot'hei- activities of th.? University 
iiministra.tion, demonstrable'’ industrial 
which are severa.ble a.lthough ancillary to 
the main cultural enterprise . i’or instance , 
a, university may have a large printing 
p re s s a 
establishment.
of transport buses with an 
staff.
+’r- five 
cadre s . 
h ue s. - ___
effectively ruled 
vi'^-!- 
be tree.ted a.
stra.nge, indeed, 
transport buses, hiring drivers-, conductors 
cieoners ?,nd workshop technicians. How 
are they to be denied the benefits of the 
Act, especially'’ ’when their work is- separable 
from academic teaching, merely beca.use the 
buses are oxvned by the same corpora.te' 
personality? Wg find, with all defence, 
little 'force in this process of nulli
fication of the industrial character of 
the University’s multi-form operations.

)

S’® The next argument ’which has appealed 
to the Court i.e that is th?t education
develops the personality of ths pupil and 
this process-, if described a.s industry, 
sounds grotesque . We a.re unable to 
appreciate the force- of this reasoning, 
if ive may resoectfully say so. It is 
true that our soc-ietE’.l values assign a 
high ola ce of honour to education, but 
how does it foll.ov,; from this that education 
in not a, serviceThe sequitur is not 
easily disce rnibl~ , The pajorative assumption
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seems to be that ’industry’ is something 
vulgar, inferior, dj. sparaging and should 
not be alloxved to sul^ly the sanctified 
subject of education In our vievj, 
industry is a noble term and embraces 
even the most sublime activity, it any 
rate, in lega.l terminology located in the 
statutory definition it is not monej^- 
making, it is not lucre-loving, it is 
not commercialising, it is not profit 
hunger. On the other hand, a team of 
painters who produce works of art and 
sel3- them or an orchestra group which 
travels and performs and mrk!=s no^sy may 
be . an industry if they employ supportive 
staff of artistes or others. There is no 
degrading touch about 'industry’, esneciai.l"

■■ y "

that 'Work is workship'. Indeed the 
colonial system of education, which divorced 
book learning from manual work and 
practical training', has been responsible 
for the calamities in that field. Tor

' that very reason, . Gandhi ji and Dr. Zakir 
Hussain pr6pa.gated basic education v?hich 
used work as modus operandus for teaching. 
We have ha.rdly any hesitation in regarding 
education as an industry.

t 
i

c?,n

y

The final ground'accepted bj'- the 
Court is that education is ? mission and 
vocation, rather than a profession or 
trade or business. The most that one 
say is tho.t this is an assertion which does
not prove itself. Indeed, all life is a 
mission and a man without a mission is 
spiritua.lly still-born. The high mission 
of life is the manifeste.tion o?" the divinit 
already in man. To christen education as
a. mission, even if true, is not to negate its 
being an industry. have to look at 
educational activity from the angle of the 
let, and so vi-'wed the ingredients of 
education are fulfilled. Education is, 
therefore, an industry and nothing can 
stand in the of th? t conclusion.

It m.a.y well be said by realists in 
the cultural- field that educational management
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depend so much on governmental support and 
some of them charge such high'fess that 
schools have become trade a.nd managers’ 
merchants. Whether, this will apply to 
universities or not, schools and colleges 
'have 'been, .accused, at^lea.st in the priva.te 
:sector, of being tranTshed with tra.de 
motives. , ■

Let us trade romantics for realities 
and see . 'With'evening classes, correspondence 
courses, admissions unlimited, fees and

. . government .grants escalating, and certificates 
.and degrees for prices, education-legal, 
medical,. technological, school level or 
collegiate-education is riskless trade for 
culture! entrepreneurs and hapless nests of 
campus (industrial) unrest. Imaginary 
assumptions are experiments with untruth.

Our conclusion is that the ’’Unive rsity 
of Delhi case wa.s wrongly decided 'a.nd 
tha,t education ’can be and is, in its 
institutional form, an industry.

Are Cha.ritable Institutions Industries?

i

■

J

/

i

Gan charity be 'industry'? This 
paradox can be .unlocked only by. e^damining 
the nature of the activity of the .charity, 
for there are charities and charities. The 

jgraramsr of. labour la.w'in a pluralist society 
tells; us that the worker , is concern'sd v/ith 

. vra.ge s and conditions of service, the employe 
with output and economies and the community 
with peace , production and stream of supply. 
This complex of work, wealth and happiness, 
firmly grapped, will dissolve the dilemma 
of the law bearing on charitable enter
prises. Charity is free; industry is busin 
Then how? A law look may scare; a legal 
look will see; a social look will see 
through a hiatus inevitable in b sophis
ticated society with organisational 
diversity and motivational dexterity.

SS •

If xve mull ovpr the’ major decisions, 
we get a hang of the basic structure of 
’industry' in its legal anatomy. Bedrocksd 
on the groundnorras, v/e must analyse ths

tra.de


k

elements of cho.ritn.ble economic enterprises, 
established and maintained for sto,tisfying 
human wants. Easily, three broad categories 
emerge ', more may exist. The charitable' 
element enlivens the operations at different 
levels' in these patterns and ths legal 
consequences are different, t^ewed from the 
single of ’industry' . For inc^iae-tax purposes, 
Trusts let or coinpany lavi? or registration law 
or penal code requirements the examination 
will be. different. W-.ara concer.ned with a. 
benignant disposition .tow’ards workmen and a 

c trichotomy 'charitable enterprise s run for 
producing and/pr Supplying goods and services, 
organized systematically and employing workmen, 
is scientific.

/

The first is on-- where ths enterprise, 
like any other, yields profits but they are 
siphoned off for altrustic'objects. The second 
is one where the_institution makes no profit 
but hires the services of n
other like busine-sses but the goods and services- 

. which are the output, are made available, at
' low" or no cost, to the indigent n-"edy who

- are. priced out of the market. . The third is
■ where the establishm-'^nt is oriented on a.

■ humane mission-fulfilled by men who work, 
not because 'they are paid wages, but beca.use 
they share the passion for the cause and 
derive job satisfaction from the^ir contribution. 
The first.two are industries,rth? third not. 
IJhat is the test of identity whereby these 
institutions with eleraosynary inspiration fall 
03/do not fall under the definition of industry?

Ml industries are organized, systematic 
activity. Charitable adventures"which do not 
possess this feature , of course, are not 
industries. Sporadic oy fugitive strokes of 
charity do not become industries. .Ml three 
philanthropic entities, we have itemised, fall 
for consideration only if they involve co
operation between employees and employees to 
produce and/or supply goods and/or services.

assume, all three do. The crucia.l difference 
is over the presence of charitable in the 
quasi-business nature of ths activity. Shri 
Tar kun de, based on Safda^.r jung, submits that, 
ex hj^’pethesi, charitj^’ frustrates coramerciality 
and thereby deorives it of ths character of 
industry.

conrd.
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common ground th?t the first 
charities is disqualified for
If a. business is run for production

It is 
category of 
exemption. 
and or supoly of goods and services with ?,n 
eye on profit, it is pla^ly an industryThe 
fact that ths whole or substantial part of ths 
profits so earned is diverted for purely 
charit?.,ble purposes does not affect the nature 
of the economic activity which involes the 
co-^ ope ration of employer and employee and 
results in the production of goods and services. 
The workers are not concerned about the 
destination of the profits. They work and 
receive wages. They are treated like anjr other 
workmen in any like industry. ill the fee.tur'^s 
of an industry, as spelt out from the definitic i 
by the decisions of this Court, are fully 
present in these charitable business. In short, 
they are industries. The ?pp'’-ic?tion cf the 
income, for philanthropic purposes, instead of 
filling private .coffers, makes no difference 
either to the employees or to the character 
of’the activities. Good 
clever industrialists.

Sam?ritans can be

The second species of charity is really 
an allotropic modification of the'first. If ? 
kind-hearted businessman or high-minded 
industrialist or service-minlded operator 
hires employees like his non-philanthropic 

t counter-parts and, in co-ioperation ■'.^Jith them, 
f produces and supplies goods or services to the 

lowly and .the lost, the needy and the ailing 
without charging them any price or receiving 
a negligible return, people regard him as of 
charitable disposition and his enterprise as 
a charity. But then, so far as the workmen 
are concerned, it boots little i^tiether he 
makes available the products free to the poor. 
They contribute labour in return for wages and 
condition's of service. For them the charitable 
employer is exactly like a commercial-minded 
employer. Both exact hard work, both pay 
simile.r w?,ges,'both tre?,t them as human machin- 
cogs and nothing more. The material difference 
between the comraerciaJ.
employers is not with 
but with reference to 
and services.
workmen in v/hich case

r- ■I

The miaterial d:
and the compassionate 

reference to the workmen 
the recipient'- of goods 

Charity operates not vis-a-'''is t 
they will be opying

contd.



liberal X'Jage and generous extras with no 
prospect of strike. The b=ne ficicrip s of 
the employer's che.rity sre the indigent 
consumers. Industrial law doss not take 
note of such extraneous factors but regulates 
industrial relations betycyn employers a,nd

. employers, employers and •workman and workmen 
and workmen . From ths point of view of the 
workmen there is no charity. For him charity '■ 
must begin at home . From these strands of 
thought flows the conclusion that- the second 
group majr legitimately and legally be described 
as industry. The fallacy in.the contrary 
contention lies in shifting the focus from the 
worker and the industrial activity to the 

This law has 
inco.me-ta?: lav-.i 
have .

disposal of the end product, 
nothing to do with that. The 
may have, social, opinion may

Some of the appellants may fall under 
the second c'^tegorv just de sc^u'e d . 'b’ .il" 
were arenot investigating into the me rits of 
those appeals, We may as well indicate, in a 
general way, that the Ga.ndhi ‘shram, which 
employs X'/orkers like spinners and w^^avers and 
supplies cloth or other handicraft at 
concessional rates to needy rural consumers, may 
not qualify for exemption. Sven so, particular 
indidents may have to be closely probed bo fore 
pronouncing with- precision upon the nature of 
the activity^ If cotton or yarn is given 
free to workers, if charkhas are made available 
free for families, if fh-ir price is paid for 
the net product and substantial bherity thus 
benefits the spinners, xv-eavers aPd-other 
handicraftsmen, one may have to look closely 
into the cho,racter of the enterprise . If 
employees are hired end their services are 
rexvarded by x^je.ges - xvheth'^r on cottage industry 
or factory basis - the enterurises b-ecome 
industries, even if some kind of concession is 
shoxvn and even if the motive and Project may 
be to encoure.ge and he In poor families and 
find them, employment. comp?ssionate industria
list is nevertheless ?,n 
if rexv materi.'’! i mo.d-': 
finished p'^oduct is fully 
excxptional to imagine 
be hesi'fant but for th-

industrialist. However, 
vail?bls free and ths 
psid foi' - rerher 

ths co pc ".us ion may 
fact th'^t the integrated

contd
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0dministrativ-e , purchase, leark^ting, edvofcisi 
and other functions are like in tro.de and 
business. This makes them industries. Noble 
objectives, pious purpo«e^, spiritua''. founda.- 
tions '■’nd developmental l^rojects are no res,son 
not to implicate.these institutions as industr

I

We jaow move on to economic activiti<-s 
end occupations of an altruistic character 
falling under the third category.

I
i

t

i
!

The hee.rt of trade or business or 
analogous o.ctivity is organisation wit!i on 
eye' on competitive efficiency, by hiring 
omployees, systematising processes, producin', 
goods and services needed, by the community 
and obtaining money's -worth of work from 
sxr\'pYoyeQs, If such be the nature of operations 
end employe r-employe s s relations wbici: m-b' 
an .enterprise an industry, the motivation of 
the employer in the fina.l disposc.l of products 
or profits is immaterial. Indeed the activity 
is patterned cn a. commercial basis, judged by 
what other similar undertakings and commercial 
adventures do. To qualify for exemption from 
the definition of ’industry’ in a case -ivhere 
there are employers and employees and system.:-- 
activities and production ol goods and service... 
■we need a tots.lly different orientation, 
organisatio.n an.d method v/hich will stamp on 
the enterprise the imprint of•commercie.i-.ty. 
Special emphasis, in such-cases, must be place 1 
on the' central fact of employer-employee 
relations. If a philanthropic devotiion is 
the basis for the charitable foundation or 
establishment, the institution is headed by 
one who whole-heartedly dedicates himself for 
the mission and pursues it with passion, 
attracts others into the institution. not for 
wa.ges but for sharing in the ca-uae and its 
fulfilment, then the undertaking is not ’indus
trial’. Not that' the presence of charitable 
impulse extricates the institution from the 
definition in S?c.2(j) but th.ot there is no 
economic relo.tionship such ."'S i.s found in 
trade or business betv^een the bead who 
employs and the others X’vho emotively flock to 
render service. In one sense, there ore no 
employers and employ-^es but crusoders ell.
In another sense, there is no mge bssis for 
the employment but voluntary ps.rticioetion in

I _ 
Ik

c on t

tro.de


■ ' ‘I

done , p..t leost sub’stentiedJ.y 
s • t h e ra se 1 ve s ""

e c st'’' sy
me. de

Id such 
c.nd the 
may

’ by the 
in

goods -nd 
may efd^cti- 
all this
the chance

the production, inspired bjr lofty ide'^ls 
end unmixOdful. of remun-s ro.tion., service condi
tions and the like . Supposing there is an ,

'■ Ashro.m or ^order-with a guru or oth-^r head. 
Let us further o.ssume that^i^here is ? bend 
of disciplesi devotees or rfriestlj’- subordinates 
in the order, gathered together for prayers, 
ascotic practices, bhajans, medito.tion and

' -worship. Supposing, further, . the.t outsiders 
-are .also invited dail'y or . occa sionally, to

-. share in,.the spiritual proceedings. And, let 
us assume that all the inmates of the Ashra.m

. and members of the order, invitees, guests and 
other . outside ..participants are fed, a.ccommoda.ted 
and- Inoke 
a case , -a.

- cle.aning, 
often be

• ■•Ashramite a • 
spiritu.al ecst-.sy --veh 
services, are made and 
onately look after -ths 
they ma.yido, , not for w _ 
to pro.pi-t'iat.e the Mas-ter, work selfIf^ssly and 
acquire spiritual grace . It m.ay -well be that 
they may have surrendered: their lucrative 
emploATmarit't.o conie into the hol^ institution. 
It may also be that they take some small 
pocket money, from the, donations,^ or ta.kings of 
,the institution. Nay Riore'; there may be a 
few scavengers and servants, a part-time a.uditor 
or/acGOunt.ant pmployed on vjage.s. If the 
substantial number of participants in rae.king 
available goods and serviced, if the substantive 
nature, of the ’vork, .as distinguished from

■ trivial items, is rencfered by voluntary -we.ge-
> less sishyps, it is impossible to designate 

the-institution as an industry, notviithstanding 
? marginal .few -who ore .employ^^d in a regular 
basis for hire-. .The reason is that in -^he 
crucial,- sub-stantial and substantive aspects 
of institutional life., the nature of the 
reletions botxveen ths participents is non- 
.industriai,. Perha-ps, -when Liaho.tma G?-ndhi lived 
in a Sa.barma-ti, -Aurobindo he.d t.is hollowed 
silence in, Pondicherry, th- inmo.tes belonged 

in many 
holy orders 
'de st,

' ?e rha.-ps,
, Au.
dicherry, th'- inm:,. ..

to this chastened brand, oven nox^i,
,foundations, ce ntre s, mone sterie s,
and .Ashra.ms in the Epst and in the
spiritual fascihation pulls me-n .and -women into 
the' pre cine ts -and th,ey work tirelessly for the 
I-fe.harishi or Yogi or Swamiji and a.re not X'joge- 
earners in an;^ sense of the term. Such pe opl-e



are not workmen and such institutions are 
not industries despite some menials and some 
professionals in a' vast com-plex being hired. 
Vfe must look at the predominant character 
of the instituion and the nature of the rela
tions resulting in the production of goods end 
services. Spray wa.ge-earning employees do 
not shape the soul of an institution into 
an industry.

i

It now remains to make a brief survey 
of the precedents on the point. One case 
which is germane to the issue is Bombay Panirao- 
ole, (1972 (1) S.C.R. 202). i bench of this 
Court considered the earlier case-law, in” 
including the decisions of the High Courts 
bearing on humane activitie s for the benefit 
of sick animals. Let there be no doubt that 
kindness to our dumb brethren, especially 
invalids, 'springs from the highest motives 
of fellow feeling. In the land of the Buddhe 
and Gandhi no one dare argue to the contrary. 
So let there be no mistaking our compassionate 
attitude to suffering creatures. It is laudable 
and institutions dedicated to amelioration 
of conditions of animals deserve encouragement 
from the State and affluant philanthropists. 
But these c'onsidera.tions have no bearing on 
the crucial factors which: invoke the applicatio 
of the definition in the let ?s already set 
out elaborately by us. ’’The manner in which 
the activity in question is organised or 
arranged, the condition of the co-operation 
between the employer and the employee necesser’’ 
for. its success and its object to render 
material service to the community” is a pivot?’ 
factor in the .activity-oriented test of an 
’industry'. The compassionate motive and the 
charitable inspiration are noble but extraneous 
Indeed, medical relief for human beings made 
available free by regular hospital, run by 
government or philanthropists, employing doctor 
and sunportive staff '’■nd business-lik^ terms, 
may not qualify for exemption from industry. 
Service to animals cannot be on a higher 
footing than service to humans. Nor is .it 
possible to contend that love of animals is 
religious or spiritual any more than lore of
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huma.n-beings is. Appinjrapole is no church, 
mosque or temple. Therefore, vjithout going 
into the dairying;aspects, income end 
expenditure and ,othet features of Bombay 
Pa,.n3ropole, one may hold that the institution 
IaS an industry. ifter allthe employees are 
enga/ged on ordinary’’ economic terms and with 
c'onditions 'of service, as in other business 
.institutions and the a.ctivities also ha.ve

. ■ orga.nisa,tional 'cdmpa.ra.bility to other profit
making da.iries or .Pan jrapole s. • ^’'i^ha.t is ' 
different is the cha.rita.bls object. What is 
common is. the nature of the’employer-employee 

.-relations. The ’ conclusion, notwithsta.nding the 
humanita.ria,n overtone's, is that such organisa
tions are. also industries. Of course,' in Bombay 
Pan jra.pole ths sa.me conclusion was reached' bu’t 

a ;on'~diT?e rent: and, to some extent faulty reason
ing. For, the assumption<in the judgment of

. Mitte'r J,, is. that if the income wre -mostly 
-from donations a.nd the treatment of animals

J. were free, perhaps .such c,h'a.rity, b-s it a 
hospits;! for. humans or anim.a.ls, maj'’ not be an 
industry . .- We agree : with, the holding, not 
because . Panjra.poles. have commercial motives but 

• because, despite compassionate ^objectives, they 
share :• business-like brientation and operation. 
In ' this i-yiew, section '2( j) applies .

’Wq: mayiproceed to : consider, the e.pplicability 
' • of .Sec .2( j} to institutions- whose objectives and’ 

pfctivities cover the research field in a.
/significant way. This has been the bone of 
contention in a few cases in the past and is 
one of the appeals-argued at considerable length 
.and with considera.ble force'by Shri Tarkunde- 
who.has presented a; panoramic view of the entire 
subjects in his detailed submissions.- .In earlier 
decislpb -of this: court. The Ahmeda.ba.d Textile 
Indu'st'ries Research -Association ca.(1*161 C2) 

iSOj h-a.s. taken the viev; th-at even
research institutes are roped in by the

. definition but later judicial thinking et the 
High -Court and Supreme Court levels has 

mleaned more in favour of exemption where 
pr.ofit-motiv-3 has be-en absent. Th-^ Kurji Holy

■ Family Hospita.l was held not to be an' industry 
bscau.se it tajss a non-profit-maki.ng body and its

.-work -we.s in. the noture of training, res-eerch

i
>•

J

. S.C.R.

contd.

bscau.se
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I

and treatment (1971 (1) S.O.R. 177). Likewise
Phanrajgirji Hospital v. Workmen {i.I.R. 

1975 S.C. 2232'}, a bench of this Court held 
that the charitable trust which ran a hosnital 
and served research purposes and training of ■ 
nurses, vjas not a.n industry. The High Courts 
of Madras and Kerala, have also held that 
research institutes such as the Pasteur 
Institute, the C.S.I.R. and the Central Plan
tation Crops Research Institute are not 
industries. Ths basic decision which has gone 
against the Ahmedabad Textile case is the 
Safda.rjung easel We’ may brie fly ex?,mine the 
rival view-points,'although in substance wehave 
already stated the correct orinciole . The vi-.3w 
that commends.itself to us is plainly in 
reversed- of the ratio of S^fdarjung which has 
been wrongly decided, if we may say so vjith 
great respect.

J

t

Re search.

£

Do^s research involve coll?borr.tion 
betvjeen Employer and employee? It do^s. The 
employer is the institution, the employees 
are the scientists, ?ara-scientists and othr-r 
personnel. Is scientific research service? 
Undoubtedly it is. Its discoveries are 
valuable contributions to rhe wealth of the 
nation. Such discover!' s may be sold for a 
heavj'- price in the industrial or other markets.

■ Technology has,to be paid for and technological 
inventions and innovations may be patented and 
sold. In our scientific and technological- age 
nothing has more cash value, as intangible 
goods and invaluable services, then discoveries. 
For instance ,' the discoveries of Thomas Alva, 
Edison made him fabulously rich. It has been 
said that his bre.in had the highest cash value 
in history for he made the world vibr? te -with 
the miraculous .discovery of recorded sound. 
Unlike most inventors, he did not have to vnit 
to get his reave..rd in heaven; he received it 
munificiently .on- this gratified and grateful 
eartsh, thanks to conversion of his invention? 
into money aplenty. Research benefits industr''*. 
Even though a, rese-arch'insritute m.?'" be a 
separate entity disconnected from the many 
industries which funded the institute? itself, 
it can be regarded as an organisation, propelle d 
by systematic activity, modelled on co-operation

contd.



between emoloy'-r end emnloy-'e ?,nd celcnle.ted 
to throw up'discov® ri'-'S end inventions end 
useful solutions which benefit individual 
industries and t!;e nation in terms of goods 

■and s'-nrvicss an.d wealth. It I^OeLlows that 
research institutions,. elb-'it^run without

.orofit-moti'/'^- are industries.

■True Shri Tarkunde is right if S-afdarjung 
is rightly decided. The concluding portions 
of the.t decision proceed on the footing that 
research and training hove sc exclusionary 
affect. That res soning, as we have ^ireedy 
expounded, hn.rdly hss our - oprovoi.

domesfic
su. t

from the

Clubs:- ire clubs industries''’ Th: ' va: 
words used in sec.2(f) if applied without 
rational limitations, may cover every bile teral 
activity even spirutual, religious, 
conjugol, oleesurobls o:' politic''''-, 
function.al circumscriptions spring 
subject-matter-and other cognate considerations 
already set out early in this judgment. 
Industrial law/, anj'" low:, moinsonely run 
amok if limitless lexical libere.lity sriere to 
inflate expression.srinto bursting point or 
proliferate odd judicial arrows T/^.ich at ra.ndom 
sent, hits manjr on irrelevant mor’x the legis
lative archer never meant. To read down words

, to yield relevant sense is a, Pragmo.tic art, 
if care , is taken to eschew subj-ective -project- 
ions^mo-sked as judicial oroc^sses. The true 
te s4;, - as wje ■ aoorehend from th-.economic histroy 
and functional philosophy of the -‘ct, is based" 
on the pathology of industrial friction and 
explosiion impeding community production end 
'consumption and imperilling peace and welfare.

‘ ' ■ ' * exploi-
i n o rgp n i se d empl oye r- 
wh-'V' th.-; dichotomy 
in the process of 

msteriel productio'h is present, the- service- of 
economic friction and need-for conflict 
resolution show/ up. The -Tct is meent to obviate 
such confrontation and ’industry' cennot 
functionally and de functionally exceed this 
object. The qu-stio.n is w/heth-r in a club 
situation or of a. co-operative or even, .a monast
ery situation, fortthat matter a. dispute

This soci?i pathology ?rises from the 
tp.tive rotenticf latent 
employee relations. So, 
of employe r and workmen

A
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potential of the nature suggested exists, 
if it does, it is an industry, since the basic 
elements are satisfied. If productive co
ops ration 'between employer and employee is 
necessary, conflict betWen them is on the . 
cards, be it a social club, mutual b'^nefit 
society, pinjarapole, public service or 
professional office. Tested on this touchstone, 
most clubs will fail to qualify for exemption. 
For clubs - gentlemen’s clubs, proprietory 
clubs, service clubs, investment clubs, sports 
clubs, art clubs, military clubs or other 
brands of recreational- associations - when, 
x-rayed from the industrial angle, project 
a Picture on the screen typical of employers 
hiriing emplovees for wages for rendering 
services, and/or supplying goods on a 
systematic basis at specified hours. There 
is a co-operation, the club manager:"nt nrovidi ' 
t’iie capital, the raw material, the appliances 
and auxilliaries a-nd the cooks, wa.iters, 
bell boys, pickars, ba,r ma,ids or other servants 
making available enjoyable eats,pleasures and 
other p--rmissible services for price paid by 
way of subscriptions or bills charged. The 

club life, the warm company, the enrichment of 
the spirits and freshening of the mind are 
there. But these blessings do not contradict 
the co-existence of an ’industry' in the 
technical sense. Even tea-tasters, hired for 

^high vjages, or commercial art troupes or gomes
/ teams remunerated fantestically, . enjoy com.pany, 

taste, travel endgames; but, elementally, 
they are workmen viith employers above and 
together constitute not merely entertainment 
groups but industries under the Act. The 
protean hues of human organization project 
delightfully different designs depending 
upon the legal prism and the filtering 
process used. No one can deny -the cultural 
value of club life; neither can anyone blink 
at the legal results of the organisation.

The onljz- ground to 
the coils of industrial 
statutory provision) is 
employee co-operation 
firing pattern. Before

extricate clubs from 
law (except specific 
absence of employer - 

on the familiar luring- 
w? exolain this possill

contd.
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exemption end it applies to many clubs ?.t 
the poorer levels of society w- must m-et 
another submission made by counsel. Clubs 
are exclusive; they cater to needs and

■ pleasures of members, not of the community 
as such and this latter salvages them
from the clutches of industrial regulation. 
We do not agree. Clubs are open to the public 
for membership subject to their oxvn bye-laws 
and rules. But a.ny member of ths community 
complying with those conditions and waiting 
for his turn has a reasonable chance of member
ship. Even the world’s summit club - the 
United Nations has cosmic membership subject 
to vetoes, qualifications, voting and what not. 
What we mean is that ? club is not a limited 
partnership but formed from the community. 
Moreover, even the most exc'’-usive clubs of 
imperial vintage and class snobbery admit 
memb'=rs’ guests who are not sp^^cific souls 
but come from the unde fused community or part 
of a community. Clubs, speaking genere.lly are 
social. institutions enlivening community life 
and are the fresh breath of relaxation in a 
faded society. They werve a. section and answer 
the doubtful test of serving the community. 
They are industry.

I

I

We have adverted to a possible category'’ 
of clubs and associations which may swim out 
of the industrial pool - X'^e mean self-serving 
^lubs societies or groups or associations, 
Less fashionable but more numerous in a. poor, 
popaloQHs, culturally hungry country xvith 
democra.tic urges and youthful vigour is 
this species. Lost there should be a rush 
by the clubs we have considered and dismissed 
to get into this proletarian brood if xue may 
so describe them to identify, not pt all to 
be pe-jorative, - we must elucida.te.

It is a common phenomenon in parts of 
our country that workers, harijans, student 
youth at the lover rungs of the socio-economic 
ladder, weaker sections like xvomen and low- 
income groups quench, their cultural thirst 
by forming gregarious organisations mainly 
for recreation. A fexv books end mp.gazines, 
o manuscript house magazine contributed by

contd.
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al meetings- 
these tinjr yet' luscent 

proletarian cheerlessne. 
if fostered, give 

notional awakening 
development bells y?t

and circulated among members, a football 
or volloy ball game in the evenings - not golf, 
billiards or other expensive games - a music 
or dra.rna-,group, an annual ^d^.y, a competition 
and ore tty; little prize's aft-d family get-togethe 
a.n d e ve n organ i zing pc casi on 
inviting V.I.Ps 
cultural bulls dot.oux
In-d these .hopeful organisms, 
a mass-, spread for our 
for those for whom no 
toll.

*

I

3S

's organis cannot be 
on-^ strict condition is 

y should be - a.'nd usually e.re - 
They.are poor men's clubs 

‘^ymikhana or
r-1-V- +- f' O V ■ d P ■

a.court being 
oiir expensive judic

c .

Even these people 
non-industries unless

. .'fulfilled. The 
self-serving, 
without the where■5'71 thal of 
C . C ■ I. which reocted this >

. TnHeed, thXy rarely reach 
easily priced out of oiir expensive judicial

-. market. . These self-service clubs do not ha-ve
''. hrred employees to cook or serve, to oick or 

chase balls, to .tie ,up nets or arrange the 
cards table , 'the.r billiards''table , the bar and 
t-he bath or do those elaborate business 
'ma^nagement chores of the well-run city or coun
try clubs. The members come and arrange 
things for themselves. • The sedietary, an 
elected member, 'keeps , the key. Those interested 
i^T particular pursuits organize those ten.is

. ^hemseI'ves.--Even the.csmall accounts or cleric-' ? 
.- - items are- maintained;fby one member or other. -

- On special e.''/enings all contribute efforts
- to make a good shbwp- excursion, joy oicnic 

or annive rsary celebration, The dynamic 
is selfiservice .. In such a n institution 
time sweeper or scavenger or 
attendant ma.y sometimes exist. He

... employee. -This marginal element do 
'transform a little association i-'-'^ 
Ife have projected 
there ma.y be minor variations 
of our proposition is that ■ 
like collectivity has a has' 
service mechanism, a i ” 
the peripherj'' will not metamorohose 
conventional club ’vhos?

excursion,
The dynamic aspe?' 

T in .sMtution , a pc : 
mult i-purp o se 

m? y 'be an 
e s n o'"

____ _____ into an industry, 
an,imprecise profile and

The ce n tral11. i''. e 
n club ■■'.r ot’m^ r 

s a nasrc and dominant n-lf 
modicum of employees at

c 
verve and virtue a.re

i f
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taken care of by paid staff, and the members’ 
role is to enjoya The smell man's dehru Club.. 
Gandhi Grantho.sela, ’.n.no Ibnram, Netaji Youth 
Centre, Brother Music Club, Hiuslim Sports Club 
e.nd like organs often n.praed o.tter no.tural or 
provincial heroes and manne(^*l)y members themselves 
as contrasted with the upper brecket’s Gjnnkhana ■ 
Club, Cosmopolitan Club, Cricket Club of India, 

m-Na-tiohal Sports Club-of India x^ihose batige is ' , 
pleasure paid for and provided, .through skilled, or < 

h ;■ smi-skilled catering st^'ff, ''fe do not? feel with
‘hundred percent social" service clubs' which

---• meet once in a ’U'Ta.y,' hii^ 'a'’whole Pvehiii^^'tr^-'skome’■ 
hotel, have no regular sta,ff and devote their 
energies and resources also to social, service 
projects. There are many-brands and we need not c 
with every one. Only if they answer the test laid 
down affirmatively’’ they qualify.

a '’i. I

r’ 
L/ »

The leading cases'on the noint are G'^mkl’ 
, an d - C .C. I. vvq mu ' t deal with them before w’e 
-conclude on this topic.

■ m 1’^ The Madras Gymkhana Club, a blue-blooded,
- mbvibers’ club,; has the socialite cream of the

• c jits rolls. It offers choice facilities for >
goW*, -tennis end billiards, arranges dances,

' dinners and refreshments, entertains and 
accommodate^ guests and conducts.,tournaments for^ 
members and non-members. These are all' activities 
richly charged with pleasurable service. For 
fulfillment of these objects the club employs 
officers, caterers, and others on reaspnable sala
ries,. Does, this club become an industry? The label 
matters little ; the substance is the thingl I 
night club for priced nocturnal sex is a lascivicrs 
'industry'. But a literary club, m'^eting -weekly t? 

J a venue and runai m; 
the, narticipants, is 
Gymkhana ri:led thar t 
~f^s.son’." ' tn induf iry

■ is -thus, said to, in vol ve*^ cboper&'tion-bdtiAie^p ......l. x;,;. .
employer and employees for the object of 

satisfying material human needs but not for 
oneself nor for nleasure nor necessTily for 
profit.''

. But a literary club, 
read' or discuss , poetry, hiring ? 
solely by the self-help, of 
not. Hidayo,tull?.h C.J., in 
c 1 ub '■ s n o t e.n : ' in dustr'’

”It is not of p.ny conseousnce thr.t there 
is no orofit motive because 'tlr t is 
considered immp.terial. .ft is also true

c
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th?.t the affairs of the club are 
organised in the way business is 
organised, and that there is production 
of material and other^ services ?nd in a 
limited way productiort^ of material goods 
mainly in the catering department. But 
these circumstances are not truly 
representative in the case of the club 
because the services are to the members 
themselves for their ow pleasure and 
amusement and the material goods ?re for 
their consumption. In other words, the 
club exists for its members. No doubt 
occasionally strangers also take benefit 
from its services but they can only do so 
on invitation of members. No one outside 
the list of members has the advantage of 
these services as of right, 
these privileges be bought.

I

Nor can
In fret thev 

are available only to members or through 
me mbe rs.

✓

If today the ■ club were to stop entry 
of outsiders, no essential change in its 
character vis-a-vis the ■members would take 
place. In other words, the circumstances 
that guests are admitted is irrelevant to 
determine if the club is an industry. 
Sven with the admission of guests being 
open the club remains the same, that is to 
say, a member’s self-serving institution. 
No doubt the material needs or wants of 
a section of the community is catered for 
but that is not enough, /this must be done t 
part of trade or business or as an under
taking analogous to trade or business. This 
element is completely missing in a 
members’ club”.

i’Jhy is the club not an industry? It 
involves co-operation of employer and employees, 
organised like in a, trade and calculated to sup^ly 
nleasurable utilities to members and others. The 
learned Judge agrees that 'the material needs 
or Tjants .of a section of the community is catered 
for that is not enough. This must be done as orrt 
of trade or business or as an undertaking analogous 
to trade or business. This element is comolc^tely 
missing in a members’ club'.



'-This element' ? ■',Jh?.t elem'=nt makes it
analagous tetrade- Profit motive? do, says the. 
learned judge Because it. is a self-serving

■■ institution?. les? Not ?t all. .t.or, if it is
■ self-service., then why, the expensive establishment

, and staff with high soAary, bil^s? It is plain
. astda.y-light th? t ,the .;club members do nothing

• ■to produce the .goods, or services. They are
■ fen de red by .employee s who' work for wage s. The 
members .merely enjoy club- life?, the geniality of 
company ,and exhilarating .ca,maraderie , to the

.acGompaniment: of (.dinners,. ba.nces., games and 

.thrills. Th.e 'reason' one'-may discover is that
it. is a .members' club in. the sense that 'the

: club belongs to members for the time being on
its list of members and that is whet ma.tters. 
Those members can deal .with, the club as they like . 
Therefore, the club is identified with its members 
at a given point of time. Thus it cannot be said 
th" ! the club h,''s c ex’istenc" nn-rt from the

, members' .

Ife- are intrigued bj^' this reason. The 
ingredients necesso.ry for an industrjT- are 
present herejand yet it is .declared a non
industry because the club belongs to members only 
A oorapany belongs to the shaie-holders only; a 
co-operative belongs to the members only; a. firm 
.of^ experts belongs to the partners only. .And 
yet,, if they employ workmen^ with whose 
co-oberotion goods and services are made avail
able ‘^o.£>. section of the community and the - 
operetions are organised in th^ manner typical

. ,. of business method and. organisation, the conclu- 
sion is irresistible that an 'industry' emerges. 
Likewise , the members of a,‘;club may own the 
institution and become the employers for that 
reason. It .is transcendental logic to jettison 
the inference of an 'industry' from such a 
factual situ''tion on the ingenious plea that a. 
club ’belongs to. members .for the tirge being and 
that is what .matters ' . .'’^e are inclined to think 
that,, that .just doss not matter . lhe Gymkhana. 
ca.se, we respectfully'hold, ’is ivrongly decided.

The Cricket-Club of. In dip, (1969 (1) SCR.6OO) 
stpn ds in .p , V7orse .positi on. It is a. huge under- 
ta.king x-jitli nctiviti's wide-ra,nging, with big 
budgets, army of s'ta.ff pnd oro'it-msking adventures

co.ntd.
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Indeed, the members' share in the gains of 
these a.dventnres by getting money's worth by 
cheaper e.ccommodation , free or low priced tickets 
for entertainment and concessional refreshments; 
and yet Bhargava J, speaking for the Court held 
this mammoth industry a non-Industry. Why? 
Is the promotion of spopt,s and games by itself 
a legal reason for excliMing the organisation 
from the category of industries if all the 
necessary ingredients are present? Is the fact 
that the residential facility is exclusive for 
members an exeraptive factor? Do not the 
members share in the profits through the 
invisible process of lower charges? Whan all these 
services are rendered by hired employees, how 
can the nature of the activity be described 
as self-service, x-dthout taking liberty with 
reality? A number of utilities which have money’: 
worth, are derived by the members. An indefinite 
section of the community entering as the guests 
of the members also share in these services. The 
testimony of the activities cvn leave none in 
doubt that this colossal 'club' is a vibrant 
collective undertaking vdiich offers goods and 
services to a section of the community for 
payment and there is co-operation between 
employer and employees in this project. The 
plea of non-industry is un-presentable and exclu
sion^ is possible only by straining la,w to 
snapping point to salvage a certain class of 
socialite establishments. Presbyter is only 

-priest writ large. Club is industry manu brevi.

Co-operatives

«

*

Co-operative societies ordinarily 
cannot, we feel, fall outside Sec .2( j) . .^fter 
all, the .society, a legal person, is the 
emplojrer. The members and/or others are 
employees and the activity partakes of the nature 
of trade . Merely because Co-operative enterprise.? 
deserve State encoura.gement the defination 
ca,nnot be distorted. Even if ths society is 
wo'rked by the members only, the entity (save 
where they are fev; and self-serving) is an indust: 
because the member-workers are paid wa.ges and the: 
can be disputes about rates and different scales 
of wages among the categories i.e. workers and 

workers or between workers and eraploj^er. These 
societies - credit societies, marketing co-opera
tives, producers' or consumers' societies or apex 
societies- areindustries.‘



Do credit unions, organised on a cooperative 
basis, scale the definitional- walls of industry? 
They do. The judgment of the Australian 
High Court in The Queen V. narbhall Ex Parte 
Federated; Clerks Union of Australia, TT975 T132) 
i.h.R; 595) helps reach this conclusion . There, 

a. credit union, which was a co-operative 
a.ssociation which pooled the'-^c'.vings of small people 
and made loans to its members at low interest, 
was considered from the point of view of industry. 
Admittedly, they were credit unions incorporated 
as co-operative societies and the thinking of 
Mason J, was that such institutions were indus
trial in cha..racter. The industrial mechanism of 
society according to Starke J, included "all 
those bodies 'of men associated, in various 
degrees of. competition and co-operation, to win 
their living by providing the communitjr vjfth 
some service which it requires'".. Mason J., went 
a. step further to hold that even if such credit 
unions vjere an adjunct of industry, they could 
be regarded as industry.

It is enough, therefore, if the activities 
carried on by credit unions can accurately be 
described a,s incidental to industry dr to the 
organised production, transportation or 
distribution of commodities or other forms of 
material, wealth. To our minds, the‘ evidence 
a.dmits of no doubt -that the activities of 
credit unions are incidental in this sense

This wa.s 
con.Qlude that 
industry unde:" 
our own. 
industries

sufficient, in his view, to 
credit. unions constituted an 
an Act which has resemblance to 

In pur view, therefore, societies are

The Safdarjung Hospital Case

5- A sharp bend in the course o 
came when Safdarjung was decided. The 
reference has come from that 1 
necessarily, 
so, 
the connotation of 'industry' has 
given by us ;
deviation

ore SR n t
nd mark case, and 

it claims our close attention. Sven 
no lengthy discussion is called for, because 

J already been 
at sufficient length to demarcate out 

from the decision in Sa.f dar jung.

Hidayatullah, C.J., con-si de red thR facts of 
the appeals clubbed together there and held that 
all the three institutions in the bunch of appeals
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were not industries. Abbrevieted reasons were 
given for the holding in regard to each 
institution, which we may extract for precise 
understanding :

"It is obvious that ^Safdp.r jung Hospital 
ife not embarked on^.an economic activity, 
which can be said to be analogous to trade 
or business. There is no evidence that r 
it is more than a place where persons can 
get treated. This is 8/Pa.rt of the 
functions of Government and the Hospital 
is run as a Department of Government: 
It cannot, therefore, be said to'be an 
industry. ,

(

J

■The Tuberculosis Hospita,! is not an- 
independent institution. It is a pa.rt 
of the Tuberculosis Association of India, 

z The hospital is wholly charitable and is 
a res-?? rch in .st itu'*'e . The dominant 
purpose of the Hospital' is research and 
training, but asrearch and tra.ining cannot 
be given 1-a.thout beds in a hospital, 
the hospital is run. Treatment is thus 

ao- part of research and training. In
these^circumstances the Tuberculosis Hospii 
cannpi be described as industry.

The objects of -the Kurji Holy Fe.mily 
HPspital are entirely charitable. It 
carries on work of treining research and 
treatment. Its income is mostly from 
donations and distribution of surplus 

therefo VO
as

i
I 
f 
I
I

i

- as proiiit; is prohibited. It'is, 
clear .that it is not an industry 

'laid down in the Act.'’

Sven a cursory glance , makes it 
plain th^t the learned Judge took the 
vi'^w that a olace of treatment of 
patients, run as a department of 
government,, was not an inddustry beca,use 
it was a. part of the functions of the 
government. We cannot possibly agree thet 
running a hospital, which is a. welfare 
activitjr and not a sovereign function, 
cannot be an industry. Likewise, dealing 
with the Tuberculosis Hospital case, 
the learned Judge held that the hosoital 
was -wholly charitable end also wes a

c.

r-'

contd.



research institu'^e . Primarilyit vj<as ar 
institution for research and training. 
■Therefore, the? Court coh eluded, the institu-

,, tion.._could not. be desefibed as industry, Non 
sequitur. Hospital facility’', research products 
and training services a.re surelj^ services and 
hence industry. It is difficult to p.gree that

• a hospita,! is not an industry. In .the third
■ .case /the same factors plus'the prohibition of 

/ ; profit are: relied on?by the Court. T’le find 
1/it difficult to.hpld'that absence of profit, 

or functions of • training and research, take the 
institution out .of the scope of industry.

I

Although the facts of the three appeals 
considered in Safdarjuhg related only to 
hospitals with research and training component, 
the bench went extensively into a survey of the 
•earlier precedents and crystallisation of 
c ri te ria f o r de signa t in g in du strie s. Afte r

'■ stating th.at trade' -and business have a wide 
connot.aiion, Hidayatullah, G. J., took the view 
that professions must be. excluded from the

. - ambit of iindustry; ’’.A profession ordinarily is 
an OccupationArequiring intellectual skill,

./often Goupleh -with ma,nua,l skill. Tp^s p tea,cher 
uses purely intellectual skill, While a
/painter use's -both.' -In any event, they are not' 

/ engaged in an 'ocenpation in which employers and 
employees co-operate in the production or sale 
of commodities or arrangement for their 
production or sale 'Or distribution and their 
services cannot be 'described as ina.terial service”.

■/-•■h-.'We. are unable to agree with this 
ratidnale.. It is difficult to understand 
■why a school or a painting institute or a 
■studio which uses the services-of employees 
renders the- service to the Community cannot

’That Is moro beffling 
of reasons presented

I

and 
be

regarded as an industry, 
is-the subsequent string 
by t’ne learned Judge :

’ tnate rial se rvi ce s ’ 
Ma, te riel-

■ ”Wat is meant by
, ' needs some' explenotion too.

services ore not service's which dene nd 
vjhollj^ or largel,-^/ upon the contribution 
of., profess!ona?- knowledge , skill or 
dexterity for the production of a result. 
.Such services being 'given individuallAr 
and by individuals a.re services no doubt 
but not m^'terial services. Sven an

contd.
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9sta,blishment where many such operate cannot 
be said to convert their professional services 
into material services. Material services involve 
an activity carried on through co-operation 
between employers and employees to provide 
the community with the use^w^f something such as 
electric power, water, transportation, mail 
delivery, telephones and the like.. In providing 
these services,there me.y be employment of 
trained men and even professional men, but the 
emphasis is not on what these; men do but upon 
the productivity of a service organised as an 
industry and commercially valuable. Thus the 
services of professional men involving benefit 
to individuals according to their needs, such 
as doctors, teachers, laiyyers, solicitors etc. 
are easily distinguishable from an activity 
.such as transport service. The latter is of a 
commercial- character in which something is 
brought into existence quite anart from the 
benefit to particular individuals. It is the 
production of this something, which is described 
as the production of material services.’'

I

With the greatest respect to the learned
Chief Justice., the arguments strung together in this 

. paragraph are too numerous and subtle for us to
imbibs. It is transcendental to define material 
services as excluding professional services. We have 

..explained this position at some length elsewhere in 
this judgment and do not feel the need to repeat.
Not are we convinced that Gymkhana and-Cricket Club 
of India are correctly decided. The learned judge 
placed' account on the non-profit making members club 
as being outside the pale of trade or industry. We 
demur to this proposition.

Another intriguing reasoning in the judgment 
is that the Court has stated ”it is not necessary 
that there must be a profit motive but the enterprises 
must be analogous to trade.or business in a commercial 
sense”. However, somewhat contrary to this reasoning 
we find, in the concluding part of the judgment, 
emphasis on the non-profit making aspect of the

• institutions.'Squally puzzling is the reference to 
"commercial sense"' what precisely does this e?:pression 
mean? It is interesting to note that the word 
"commercial" has more than one semantic shade . If 
it means profit-making,, the reasoning is self-contradi.- 
ctory. If it merely ms.a.ns a commercial pattern of 
organisation, of hiring.and firing employees, of 
indicating the nature of employer-employee relation

contd.
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been expressly negatived in the very case, or 
activity, regardless of profit..

t__ ?ted,
that, there must be employer-employees 

■j- y’p

as in trade or commercial house, then the 
activity-oriented aooroach i.s the correct one. 
On. th? t, footing , the conclusions reached in thnt . 
ccse do. not ‘follow..- As a matter of fact, Hida.yat- 
ullah , C , J ., had in Gymkhana. turn'=-d dow-' t he 
test of Gommerciality; .’'Trcde o.nly one aspect 

■ of industrial a c'tivity. . . .... . . ............ •.................
• ...This , re quires co-operation .in. some form bet^veen 
erabloyers and workmen and the result is directly 
the product of this association but not necessarily 
commercial'* . ' Indeed, while, dealing with the 
reasoning, in Hospita?.. MazdOor Sabha he observes: 

.,”if a hospital,' nursing home or-a., dispensary
- is'run. as a. business, in a, commercial- way, there 

may be found elements of an industry there". This 
fact . 'suggests ' either profit motive , which has 
been expressly negatived in the very case, or 

'commercial-type of activity, regardless of profit, 
which affirms the test which vje have accepted, 
namely, 
rel-’tions mors o?-’ less on the ae tt"of 
or.business. .?xll that yve. can say is that there 
are ■different strands of reasoning in the j 
which are . somewhat difficult to reconcile . Of 
Course, when the I'-arned judge states that the 
use of the first schedule to the .''ict deoends on 
the condition precedent of the existence "of an 

we agree . But, that by itself does not 
a; hospital cannot be regarded as an 
profit or no profit, research or no 

We have adduced enough reasons in 
various poritions of this judgment ,'to regard 

research institutions and training 
valuable material services to "the. 
qualifying for coming within sec.2( j) . 

vis hospitals, 
Kazdoor Sabha,

judgment

- industry?,
t mp?.n. tha t

, industry'", 
research.
the 
hospitals, 
centres as 
community,
We must plainljr state th? t vis-a- 
Sa.fdar jung was wrong end Hospitel 
wasTight.

Because of the problems of reconciliation 
of apparently contradictory strands of reasoning 

Safda,rjung v/e find subsequent cases of this 
Court, striking different notes.. In fact , one 
of us (Bhagwati J.) in Indian Staruferds Institu- 

(^970 (2) S.C.R.. I3S) referrer, even 
the opening, to the baffling, p.erplexing 
which judicial ventures had not solved,
fully endorse the observations of-the Court in 
I.S.I. : ■

?t
ou'=' st ior

contd.
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"So infinitel-y varied arid rna.ny-sided is 
human activity/ ?,nd with the incredible 
growth and progress in all branch-s of 
knowledge and ever widening areas of 
experience atall levels, it is becoming 
so diversified and emending in so ma.rv

- 'directions hitherto unthought of, tha •- 
no rigid and doctrinaire approach can 

be adopted in consid-^ring this cyisstion. 
Such an approach ^'^oul'd fail to measure 
upto the needs of', the growing WG.lfare state 
which is constantly engaged in undertaking 
new and varied activities as part of its 
social welfare policy. The concept of 
industry, which is intended to be a . .
convenient and effective, tool in the hands 
of industrial adjudication for bringing 
about industrial peace and harmony, would 
loss its ca'pacity for adjustment and change. 
It would be petrified and robbed of its 
dynamic concent. The Court should, therefore, 
so far as possible avoid formulating or 
adopting generalisations and hesitate to 
cast the concept"of industry in e narrow 
rigid mould which, xvould not permit of 
expansion as and when necessity arises. Only 
some working principles may be evolved which 
would furnish guidance in -determining.what 
are the attributes or characteristics which 
would .ordinarily indicate that an undertaking 
is analogous to trade or business.’’

Our endeavour in this decision is to 
provide such, working principles. This Court, within 
a few years of the enactment of the salutory 
statute, explained the benign sweep of ’industry' 
in Banerji which served as beacon in later years - 
Ahmedabad Textile Research acted o.n it, Hospital 
Ma z do or Sa bh a a n d Nagpur Corporation marched' in 
its sheen. The law shed steady light on 
industria.1 inter-rel.?>tions and the country’s 
tribunals and courts settled down to evolve 
a progressive labour jurisprudence,burying the • 
bad memories of leissez'faire and bitter strugil-- '' 

"i.n this field and nourishing new sprouts of 
legn.lity fertilised bv the s-minal ratio in 
Banerji. Indeed, eyerj'’ great judgment is not 
merely an adjudication of ^xisti.ng lis but 
an appea.l addressed by the present to the 
emerging future. .And here the future responded, 
harmonising with the huraa.nscape hopefully 
projected by Part TV of the Constitution.

contd.



But ths drama of a nation's life, especially 
when it confronts dis-hard forces, develops 
situations of imbrsglic and tendencies to 
back-track. And Laq quibbles where Life wobbles. 
Judges Ouly read signs mo translate symbols 
in the natioiial. sky. So ensue a an era of islcnos 
of exception dredgeo up by judicial process. 
Great clubs were privileged out, liberal 
professions swam to safety, ed^ational 
institutions, vast and' small, were helped out, 

. divers charities, disinclined to be charitable 
to their own weaker workmen, made pious pleas 
and philanthropic appeals to be extricated. 
Aprocession of decisions - Solicitors' case. 
University of .^el'hi,_ Gym^^a_Club,, Gricket 
G1 ub of _Ind ig^ o.rte red_ A c comta,nt s ^19 63 I LLJ

.567 CGalcutta) climexed by“"Safdarjung, carved 
out sqnctuaries. The six-member "ben ch, the 
largest which set on this court conceptually 
to resconstruct (industry', affirrasd and reversesd 
held profit motive irrelevant'.but upheld 
charitable service as exemptive, and in its 
lights and shadows, judicial thinking became 
ambivalent and industrial jurisprudence landed 
itself in a. legal guagraire. - Pinjrapoles sought 
salvation' and succeeded in principle (Bombay 
Banjrap01©)•, Chambers of Commerce fought and 
failed, hospitalsjbattled to victory (5hanraj_gii;ii 
Ho^it^) standards institute made a vain^bid" "" 
to extricate ■ (I, S. I, Case ), res<i’crch' institutes, 
£it the highCourt level, W8.ged and won non-industry 
status in Mc2.dras and Kerala. The murky legal 
sky-^pafaly sed tribunals and courts and 
admini^tra'Cions, and then came, in consequence, 
this •/■efersnee to a larger bencn of s-ven juoges.

aiabivcdariice 
to abolish 

areas and 
Hesitencj, ] 
hounds and 
penalty in 
adj udicc Lory quandary and 
at a time when the nation 
employment through diverse

Ban'^r^i, amplified by Corp ora t ion oi h a^sP ur
■ in efiect'^mirt with irs Waterloo iii~&^foc.rj_^^_2

, But in this latter case two voices coola be 
heard and subsequent fulings zigzaged and 

because of t his built-in
‘ ' i. It behoves us, therefore, hopefLlLly

blurred edges, illumine p enumb rd

over-rule what we regard as wrong, 
half-tones end hunting with the 
running'with the hare can claim heavy 
the shape of Industrial confusion.

a dm ini st re t ive p e rple x 
is-striving to promote 
stratagi' s which ne ’d

Gontd,
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for their smooth fulfilment, 
more mutual understanding 
dynamic rule of law which 
and humanely, 
of progressive 
salted? So we 
deducible from 
positively and 
’industry’ under the Act. 
but to the extent covered by 

hat extent,
C;

less stress and distesa, 
and trust based on a 
speaks clearly, finally 

If the salt of low lose its savour 
certainty wherewith shall it be 
proceed to formulate the principles, 
our discussion, ^wjnich are deceisive, 
negatively, of tlte identity of 

the Act. . I'e speak, not exhaustively, 
the debate at the bar 

to that extent, authoritatively, until over- 
by a larger bench or superseded by the legisl- 
branch.

exp La
•Industry’ as 

ined in Banerji,

i

systenatic activity, (ii) orga 
betKccn etipLo^rGr and ecaLoyce 

ntist _
production and/or disjributio

(a) Where (i) 
nized by co-operation 
the divert and substantist element is chimeneal 
(iii) for rhe production and/or distribution ^f goads 
and services calculated .to satisfy human wants and 
wishes (not spiritual or religious but inclusive of 
material things or services geared to celestial 
bliss of, making, on a larke scale or pro sod or food), 
prime facie, there is an ’industry’ in that . 
enterprise.

(b) Absence or profit uotive or gainful 
objective is irrelevant, be the venture in the public 
joint private or other sector.

/ (g) The true focus is functional and the
decisive test is the'nature of the activity with 
special euphasis on the employer - employee relations

(d) If the organization is a trade or business 
it does not cease to be one because of philanthropy 
animating the undertaking.

Although Sec. 2(j) uses words of the widest 
amplitude in its two rimbs, their meaning cannot be 
magnified to over reach itself.

(a) ’Undertaking’ must suffer a contextual and 
cssociational shrinkage as explained, in Baner.ji and 
in this judgment, so also, service, calling and the 
like. Thio yields the inference that all organized 
activity possessing ths triple elements in I (suprs), 
although not trade of businesa, may still be 'industry' 
provided thog nature of the_ hPr/Ji/Z’ employer



- eaployee basis, bears resenblonca to ah;~c v;e 
find in trade or business. This takes into the 
fold of 'industry' undertakings, callings, and 
services adventures' ana;logous to f:e carryingon 
of trade or business.' Ill features, otner t’ran 
the nethodology of acrrying on the. activity vis. 
in organizing the co-opeiation betu^eon employer and 
eaployee aay be dissiuilar. ■ It d^e*s not aatter, if 
on the enployaent teras- there is analogy.

III ■ ‘ Tipplicct'ioh of 7Uese guidelines should not
:shop short of their logical reach by invocation of

■ creeds, cults of inner sense of incongruity or 
outer sense of notivation for or resultant of the 
•econouic operations. The ideology of the ^ct being 
industrial peccej regulation and resolution of 
industrial disputes betueen enplojrer and v;orknan, 
the range of. this statutory ideology uust inforre 
the reach of the statutory definition. Nothing 
less,: nothing more.

(a) The consequences ore .(i) prof essi. ,
(ii) clubs (ill) educational institutions (iiiy a 
co-operatives, (iv) research institutes (v) charit- 
ablepprojects and (vi) other kinderecl adventures, 
if they fulfil the triple tests listed in I (supra), 
cannot be exenpted from t!'e scope of sec.2(j).

(b) a restricted category of professions, 
clubs, co-oper-tions and even'gurukules and little 
research labs, nay qualify for exenption if in 
sinple v^ertures substantialiy .and ..going by the do- 
nincnt./nav ure criterion substantively in no 
eapioyees are entertained but in nininal natters, 
narginal enployees are hired .wit’aout destrcying 
the non-enployee .character of the unit.

in niniua 
hou

(c) If,, in a pious or altrustic nission 
P nany enplby theaselves, free or for snail honoraria 

3inly. drcun by sharing in the 
laayers voluntering to 

serving 
free nedical centre or 

the holiness, 
the 

are supplied fra;, or at norinal cost "nd 
are not. engaged, for reauneraticn 

relation- 
st-itution isnot an industry even 

nconual or technical,'are hired, 
undertakings alone are

or likely return, na 
purpose or cause, sucl 
run a free legal services clinic or doctors

‘ in their spare hours; in a 
;; Gshranites working at'the bidding of 

divinitis or like central personality, and 
services 
those, who serve 
or on the basis of naster a nd servant, 
ship, then, t he ins 
if stray servants, 
Such elenpsynary or like



exempt not other generosity, compossien, develo 
mental passion or project. ;

IV . The • d ominant nat u^'e ji^es'^,.

i

(a) Where a complex of•cctiviries, s^oce or
■ which (lua Ufy for exemption, o’chers not, involves 

enployecs on .the total undertaking, sone ox whoa 
are not ’workaen' as in the Univ ersity - of Delhi 
Case or sone departnents are not productive of 
goods andh services if isolated , even then, the 
predoninant nature of the services and. the integra
ted nature of the departmentG as explained in ''Uie

. Corporation...of Nagpur, will be the true test. The 
whole~'un3^'^^ng wiTl be ’industry’ although those 
who are not ’ workmen’ 'by definition may n’ot

'benefit by the status. ' '

j 
J ,

9

(b) Notwithstanding the previous clauses, 
sovereign functions, strictly understood, alone 
quo'lify for exet-iption, not the welfare activities 
or econonic advertures undertaken by government or' 
statutory bodies.

(c) Even in departnents discharging soveri 
gn functions, if 
ies -and they .Sre ____________ _ __________ ,______
they can be considered to coco within Gec.2(j).

there arc units nhldh-’arc induot^-.
0 'aubstcjD tially; severable, < then-.-

(d) Constitutional and conpctcntly enacted 
legislative provisions nay well rcaove from the 
sconfe of the J^ct ca'L'ogories which othorv<ise cay be 
covered thereby.

e
f

' JLr *

'^TTJWlflBi^CJl

»-

We over-rule Safdarjung, Solicitors’case, 
Gymkhana, Delhi University, Dfaanrajgir.ji Hospita 1 
and t)ther rulings whose ratio runs counter to the 
principles enunciated above and Hospital M^zdoor 
Sabha is lovely rehabilitated.

L 
r

A..

We conclude with difference beacuse Parlia
ment which has the eommitment to the political 
nation to legislate proply in vital areas live 
Industry and Trade and articulate the welfare 
expectations in the 'conscience' portion of the 

■ Constitution, has hardly intervened to. re-strucaur', 
the rather clurjsy, vapourous and tell and dward 
definition or tidy up the scheme although judici.'l 
thesis and anti-thesis, disclosed in the two decades 
long decisions, should 'gave produced a legisla'.ivc 
synthesis becoming of a welfare State and Sociaaieah
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t';<? subject is in the fifing.
1 sure, Ai\iLl; run nitb rule of Lif 
tho th.roshoic! of the decode of nen 

ent in vrbich Lebour end Menegcneni, guided 
te, Kill consrructiveiy- pertner..the better 

end feir diffusion of netionei neeltb. , 
ted .‘tbr^ seve the Bengelore 'Teter SupoL3’- 
o Board eppe-'l ikg nro not disposing of 
on the ncrits. VTe d isnisrs ■ t'rot eppoei nit I: 

nd direct alLthe otb.ers be goosted before e
tier bench for disposal on the cerits in eccordencc? 

borein'laid donn.

Society, in a Viorld setting nbcro i.L.O. norne ere 
edvencinpf end Indie heeds- updating. T.'e feci confident 
in another sense, since counsel st-'ted et the b'^r 
that a bill on t';e subject is in the pffing. The rule 
of len-;, KO ere : 
India. Life a 
developro 
by the St a 
gorod uct.ion

-We have s'h 
and Sewerag

. the others
costs
siaa? ■ 
with the principles of-Lew

CJ

I

✓
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IN THS SUPREME COURT OF INDLA

CIVIL appellate JURISQL8TT0N

1’

ifej'PPP. Ors. etc. etc. ) J

•2

T cc

Re soon don A

a

will give our ree.sons later 
area of concurrence and diver- 
on the ve.rious points in 
which our learned Brothe

'•■■h are in respectful agreement with the 
view expressed by Krishna Iyer, J. in his 
critical judgment that rhe Bangalore Water 

•■Supply and Sewerage Board appeal should be 
dismissed. »Ve 
indicating the 
gence, if any, 
controversy on 
has dwelt.
/

v*

(Y.V. CHANDRACHU3) 

(JASWANT SINGH) 1

(A T 
L

New Delhi,
February 21, 1978-



■'IN THE SUlRSf/fB COURT : OF INDIA
• . ; ClVUi AFFELUATE JURISDICTION.

CIVIL AlPgALS NOS. 75.5~54(T) OF 1975 ^TC.

The Bang^ore, Water .Supply & 
Swwerage-Board etc.etc .

etc. etc .

Appellants

A• Rajappa & .Ors. Respondents

JUDGMgNT

. I, am in 
thinking adopted

t

general agreement with the line of 
the condnsions reached learned

brother Krishna lyaa. I would, however, lik:^ to add 
my.reasons for this agreement and to indicate my 
approach to a problem where relevant legislation leaves 
so much for determination by the,Court as to enable 
us to perform a function very akin to legislation.

has relied on what was 
considered;in England a somewhat unorthod-x method 
of C0nstruction in Seaford Court Sstates Rtd. V. 
i^^er, where Lord Denning , D.J., said 5 •

"When a ^defect appears a judge cannot 
simply fold his hands and biame the draftsman. 
He must set to work on the obnstructive. task 

\ of-findings the intention of Ibrliament. and 
then he must suppliment ths written words so as 
to give 'force and life ’ to the. intention of

• legislature. A judge should ask himself the 
question how, if the makers of the Act had 
tjjemselves come across this ruck in the. 
texture of it, they would have straightened 

; it out?. He must than do as they would have, 
done.A judge must hot alter the material of 
which-the Act is woven, but he can and should 
iron out the creases."

this case went up to the House of Lords it
appears.'that the Law Lords disapproved of the bold 
effert.of,Lord Denning to make ambiguous legislation 
more comprehensible. .Lord Simonds found it to be "a 
itiiaked usu^fration of the legislative function under the 
thlnkv'disguise of interpretation." Lord Morton: (with 
whom LordmCooddard entirely agre'd) observed s "These 
hereoics are. out of place'.' and lord Tucker said 
"Your Lordships would be acting in a legislative rather 

•than a judicial capacity if the view put forward'by_
De.'' ing, L.J. , \Nere to prevail." .

• ' .. Ferhaps, with the passage of time,what may be 
described as the extension of a method resembling the
• ““*••••• ••.••••••

(1) (1949)2 All. S.R. 1'55 @ 164 .
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judicial heroics to cope with the

f't

cffors., my leaiJUed hrothsr
say SO with gr?^t respect, has not 
ind u s try formal a te d in t.hs Past.

I

f ,

!

I

’’arm chair rule" in th’" construction of wills, judges 
can more frankly step into the sho$^s of the lagislatire 
where an enactment leaves its own intentions in much too 
aishulous or unerrtain a state. In M.ientiah V. 
Yerramullappa.,^Sarkar, J.,. approved of the reasoning, 
set out above, adopted •by lord Lanning. -And, I must 
say that'~, in a case where the definition of "Industry" 
is left- in 'the State in which we find it, the, situation 
..perhaps calls tor some 
ddfficulties raised.

In his heroic 
„Krishna Iyar, if I may 
'iiiscarded-'the tests of __ ___
Indded, he has actually restored the tests laid do'wn 
by this Court in L.N.Bahcrji*s Case,(5) and , after that, 
in the Corporation of the City of Nagpur V. Jts .^ployees. 
and State of B-ombay. & Ors. V. The Hospital Maz'door ’ 
Sabha & 0rs. (5). . to., their prestine glory. My learned 
brother has,, however, rejected what may: appear, to use 
the word em-^^yed recently by an-fimericah Jurist,

V :j'excre:3penees^' o.£pjab-aeptive notions of judges which 
may have--blurr^^ those, tests. The temptation is great, 
in. huch cases, for us to'give expression of what may be 
parely .subjective personal predilections. It has, 
however, to be resisted if lawr is .to. possess 2 dir'Tctiou 
in cpnformi-^ with Constitutional objectives ahd ' 
criteria which iaust impart that'reasonable -htatd of 
predicatabl:llty and •certainty to interpretatio.ns; of

.. . the Constitution as well'as to-the laws made under 
I.j'it which citizdns should^expect.-rWe havej so to speak,

' th chart.-what may' pppearbe a Seaf in which the
' sh’i^-of law'like Noah’s' ark may have to be navigated, 
i' Indeed, Lord^ Sankey on Pne occasion, said that law

■' itp'ilf is like fthe ark to which popple took for some 
eertaih.ty and security axidst .'ths •shifting sands of 
phlitical'life ' and vicissitud'es of times. The

.. _Gon_stituti6h and the' directive principles of Sta te 
policy,’read with'the basic fundamental rights, provide 
us. with; a compass*'This Court as ti?ied to indicate 
.ihreceht cases’^ that, the: meaning of Y^hat could be 
described as a basic "structure" of -the Constitution must 
necessarily .be found- in express provisions of the 

iifebnstruption and'not merely in subjective notions about 
meanings of wordSi Similar must be the reasoning we 
must empi.oy in -eXtrecting the core of meaning hidden

, be;^een the’ interstice's ofj.statutory provihions. - 
/ Bach of Wtis likely to have-a. subjecting

, ' notion aboht "ind-Ustry'". Bor ohjectivdty', we have to 
look first to the 'Vi?ords used in'the statutory provision^

,. . .„,...^def ining .ind.ust2?y-. in an .att.empt to find, the meanii'g.
. If that:me we nerd proce-ed no further.

Bu-tjthe trouble here' is 'that the words.tf OU nd there
. . do not yield a meaning so readily. They, refer totwhat

... employers^ or workers may do as parts of their ordinary 
avocation or b'usiness in life? V/hen we turn-.tp,. the reeaning 
given of the t-erm"worker "in Sact.2(s) of the jAct.
we are onc.e more driven back to find it is In’th:'' bosom

(2) TiIR 1961 SG 1107 1115 .
(3) (1953) SCR 302
(4) (i960) 2 SCR 942
(5) (i960) 2 SCR 866



of "industry", for th^^ term " worker" is defined as 
one "33ployed in any industry to do any akilled or

unskilled manual, supervisory, technical or 
clerical work for hire or rewzard, whether the terms 
of employment be express or implied,and for the 
purposes of any proceedings und';r this Act in 
relation to an industrial dispute, includes any such 
person who has be n dismissed, discharged cir 
retrenched in connection with,^.cr as consequence 
of that dispute, of whose dismissal, discharge 
or retrenchment has led to that dl is puts."

ccludes specifically those who 
subject to the Arj^ Act 1950 or the. AIR POROB Act 1950,

The definition, however,

or the Navy Disciplinc Act 1954, as well as those who are 
employed in the- police service or officer and other 
employees of a J?rison, or employed in mainly managerial 
or administrative capacities or who, "being employed in 
supervisory capacity , draw wages exceeding Rs. 500/- 
per mensem."

Thas, in order to draw the "circle of industry" 
to Use the expression of my learned "brother Iyer, we do 
not f ipd. even .the term "v/orkman" illuminating. The 
definition only enables us to see that certain classes of 
persons employed in the service of the state are excluded 
from the purview of industrial dispute which the Act 
seeks to provide for in the interests of industrial peace 
and harmony between the employers and employees so that the 
welfare bf the nation is secured. The result is that 
we have then to turn to the premble to find the object 
of the Act itself, to the legislative history of the Act, 
and to the socio-economic ethos and aspirations and needs of 
the times in which the Act was passed.

The mtthod which has been followed, whether it be 
called inter t^re tat ion or construction of a part of an organic 
whole in which the Statute , its objectives, its past and 
its direction for the future, its constitutional setting are 
all parts of this whole with their co-related functions.
Per haps it is impossible, in adopting such a 

interprectation , which some may still consider 
®^^^Kdox, a certain degree of subjectiveity. But , our 

attempt should be not to break with the well established 
principles of interprectation in doing so. Irogressive 
rational and beneficial modes of interpratation import and 
fit into the body of the old what may be new. It is a 
process of adaptation for giving now vitality in keeping 
with the progress of though in our times. All this, 
however, it is not really novel, although we may try to say 
it in a new v/ay

If one keeps in mind what was laid down in Heydon's 
Case(supra)‘ referred to by my learned brother Iyer, the 
well known principle that a statute must be interpr- t d 
as a whole, in the cont'rxt of all the provisions o.f dp, 
statute , its objects, the preamble, and th^. functions of 
various provisions, th tru- meaning maj^ emerge. It may

• ■
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not be strictly a 
Ind'-cd, even in a 
as "industry" may 
economic structure 
then to quot

dictionary meaning in such cases . 
modern statute the meaning of a term such 
change with a re pidlj?- changed social and 
. For this, proposition I can do no ^ett^'r 

then to quote Subha Rao J speaking fox/this Court in '"(l) 
THS SENIOR BLBGTRiC INSIBCTOR V. LbXMI NARAYAN GHOlRjj : 
"The legal , position may be summarized thus ! ' ,
The maxim contemporance expositic as^Jjnid' down 
by Goke was applied to construing ancient ' 
statutes but not to int^'rprecting jicts which 
are comparatively modern, .•.•There is a go-od 
reason for this charge . in the...mode, of-interprn.- 
tation. The 'fundam-ntal rule of'construction is ■ 
the same v/hether the Cour-t is asked to construe -^ 0 
a provision-of an ancient statute or that of a 
modern one, namely, what is the expressed intention 
of the Iicgisiature. It is perheps difficult to ' ■
attribute to a legislb.tivc body iundtipning in 
astatic society that its intention was-couched 
in terms of considerable breadth so as to take 
within its sweep the future developments comprehended ■ 
by the phraseology us-p. It is mor- reasC'Dabl-. to 
confine its intention only to the c ire urns tanc-es 
obtaining at the time the law; "as madej But in a 
modern progressive society itwould be unreasonable 
to confine the intention'of a legislature to thei 
meaning attributable to thet word us*'d at the time ' 
the law was-’-made, for a modern Begislature making"’ ’ ' 
laws to govern a society which is fast moving must 
be pressumed to be av/are of an enlarged meaning 
the same concept might attract with the march of 
time and with the revolutionary changes brought 
about in social, economic, political and scientific 
and other fields of human activity^ Indead,.unless 
a dontrary intention appears, an interpratation 
should be: given to the words used to take in nev/ 
facts and situations, if th- words ar- capable of 
comprehending them* ■ ■

DWKDGHT TB^ BSTJiTB V.
ESTATE it 'Was obgered : (1)**

" jA little careful consideration will sh-o' 
that the expression "anjr person" occuring 
third part of the definition clause cannot mean any
body and every boe-y. in ahis vice.world* First of all, 
the subject mat-far of dispute must relat-- to(l) enwloy 
nicnt of non-emplojament of(ii) terms of employment or 
conditions of labour of any person; th'-se necessarily 
import a limitation in th': S'::nse that a yraon in • 
respect cf whom .the 'employer-employe': r .lstion n^ver 
existed or can never -possibly cxis-e canno.t b-- the 
subj'-.ct matter of a dispute betw- :n '.mplov'ers and 
workman. Secondly, the definition clause must b'' 
(1 ) 1962(3) SCR lie”’" 
^1) 1958 SGR i156 "11eS3

THE

V'J howev-.r,
in the



read in the context of the subject matter and scheme 
of the Act, and consistently with the objects and 
other provisions of the Act. It is well settled that 
"the words of a statute, wh-^n there is a doubt about 
their meaning are to be understood in the sense in 
which they best harmonise with the,subject of the 
anactment and ths object whifh th-?^ legislature has 
in view. Their meaning is found not so much 
is strictly grammatical or etymological 
proE^iety ,of language, nor even in its popular 
SfBOp as in the subject or in the occasion 
which they: are .Used, and the object to be 
(Maxwell, Interpretation of Statutes, 9th 
P.55).

It was also said there :

" It is necessary, therefore, to take the 
a whole and examine its salient provisions

on . 
attained. " 
Bdition,

The
4ct as

I • 
long title shows that the object of the ^ct is 
"to make provision for the- investigation and 
settlement of industrial disputes, and. tor certain 
other, purposes'." The presmble states the same ' 
object and s.2 of the ^ct which contains.definitiona 
States that unless there is nything repugnant in 
the subject or. context, certain expressions will

■ have certain meaning."

Thus, it is in the context of the purpose of the.^ct 
that the meaning of the term ’industry’ was sought.

Again dealing with A the objects of the Act before 
us in BIIDGB BTWG-S MOT(^|yAI/ITY GAS'S THIS Court said - 

"when oi/r Act came to be passed, labour disputes 
had already assumed big proporations,and th^re were 
clashes between workmen and employers in'several 
instances. We can assuma that it was to meat 

. such a si'tpation -tha'c the apt was enacted,, and 
is consequently necessary to give the terms' 

ployed in the Act referring to such disputes
'' wide an import as reasonably, possible."

In that very case this Court also said (at p.308)

"There is nothing, however, to prevent a statute 
from giving the word "industry" and the words 
"industrial dispu'be" a winder and more comprehensive 
import in order to most th- requirements of repid 
industrial progress and to bring about in the 
interests of industrial peace and economy, a fair 
and satisfactory adjustment of relations be'tv/CTn 
employers and workmen in a veriety of fields of 
activeity. It is obvious that the limited concept 
of ?/hat an industry meant in early times must no-w 
yield place to an enormously winder concept so as 
to take in various and varied forms df industry.
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so that disputes arising in connection with them 
might be settled quickl3r without much dislocation 
and disorganisation of the ns' ds of. the society 
and in a manner more adopted to conciliation and 
settlement than a determihisation of the rcspoctiva 
rights and liabilities according 
procedure and principles."

■ Again, in HOSPITAL MAZDOOR SABHA

" If the bboset and scope of the 
considered therG-would be no difficulty in t 
holding, that thee relevant wordd< of wide ,import 
-have bee n-delibGra^ely used,; by^ the Legislature .

8 ine def ining "iridust2^" in, SecV2(23. The - object 
of - the - Act was to* make - provisidh t f or- the . 
investigation andijsettlement of , industrial' 
dis putss, and . the extent and scope of the 
proyisionspwpuld bG; reLliced if we bear in mind 

disputes" given 
by section 2(rr).

1

i

h

to strict legal
., (1) '
CASE this Court said 

statute, arc
.< * ...n «L«w* i ■ ’

the 'difinition of ''industrial
liy sectijon 2(;k), .,j of ”wages"

■ by sectiop2(g) .8’ ,

added' 6' ■' ■ J ■
"It is obvious that the words 
inclusive definition denote extension and. 
cannot be treated as restricted in any sensei"

used in an

I may here set out the definition given by the .fict 
the - term,-^ industry^^^in section’ 2, sub.s*.(D) aLe

"(j)• "Industry" means any business, trade, 
under’taking, manufacture or calling of 
emtioyers-and ^eludes any calling, servicer 
emplo3^ent, .hehdlcraft, . orpindustrial

. occupdtibpeor avocation - of-eworkman; ■ ' •
• It..sGGmb^to me .that the defination-was not.^meant: 

provide . more - than,.a guide .< Itfraised doubts -asj to what

■i-

I
1

»'

to provide . more ■ than-a guide. It -raised doubts -asj to what 
could be-meant by the "calling of employers" even if 
business, trade,, undertaking or manufacture could.be found

. capable--of; beixigt'morefclGarly deliriaated. It is clear 
there is no mention here of any profit motive.

•- obviouslysa the word "manufacture " of employers could not 
be interpreated literally. It m.= rely mcan-g a process of 
manufacture in which the employers may be engaged. It 
is i,-Showsver, evident ttr^t the term ’employer’ necessarily 
postulates employees without v/hoin there can be no employ-rs 
But, the second port c-f the definition mokes the conc-'pt 
more nebulous as,it, obvic-uily, extends the definition 
to "any calling, seirvice, employment, handicraft or 
industrial occupation or avocation of workman." I have 
already examined the meaning of the terms "workman" .1 hav-: 
refers us back to what is an "industry". it se^ms to me 
that the second part, relating to workmen, .must necessarily 
indicate something v/hich may exclude employers and include 
an "industry" consisting of individual handicraftsman or

(1)196O(2)SCR 866 ® 1^5

could.be


&

workman only. TAt any rate, the meaning of industrial 
disputes inclUdes dispu-tes betv/e ;n workmen and workmen 
also. Therefore, ,1 cannot se^p how vre can cut down the v/ide 
ambit, of last' part of the d.4finition by ^searching for the 
pre-dominant •'•meaning' in the .first part unless we were 
dGtermined, at the outset, to curtail the scope of the

. second part somehow.^ If we do that, we w-ill be deliberately 
cutting doe n the'real sweep of the last pa^t* Neither 
'’Wosciture‘bn socits" rule nor the "ejusdSm generis" rule

■ are adequate for such a case. '
. There is wisdom in the suggestion that in view of

. tiEse.- 'difficulties in finding the meaning of the _teim 
■’industryas defined in the Act, it is best to say that 
an industry cannot strictly be defined but can only be 
described. But , laying down such a .rule may again leave 
too wide a doir openfor speculation, and subjective 
notions as to what is describable'as an industry. It is, 
perhaps, better to look f or a rough rule of guide nee in 
such a case by considering what the concept of ’industry" 
must exclude.'

I think the phresG ’ analogous to industry’ , which 
■'has be'-'n used in the Safderjung Hospital caseCsupnu) coule 
not really cutdbwn the scope of "industry". The result, 
however, of that decisionhas been that the scope has bean 
cut down . I,-therefore, completely agree with my learned 
brother that the decisions of this Court in Safdarjung 
Hospital case and other cases ma.ntioned by my learned 
brother must be held to be overruled.* It seems to me that 
the term ’analogous to trade or business’ could reasonably 
mean only activity which results in goods/made or manufactured 
or services rendered which are capable of being-.converted 
into selablq. ones. Theymust be caE^ble ,of , entering the 
world of' f'res compercium" although they may .be kept but. 
of thb-market fpryfeome reason. It is hot the motive of an 
activity in making goods or rendering a service, but the 
possibility of making them marketable" if one who makes 
gOA’d or renders services so desires, that should determine

' Whether the activity lies within the domain or circle of 
H^dustry. But, even this may ndjt be always a satisfactory

.The test indicated above would necessarily exclud 
the type of services which the rendered purely for the 
satisfaction of spiritual or psychological urges of p-rsons 
rendering those services. These cannot be bought or sold. 
Por persons rendering such services' th'"y may be no'industry/,' 
but , for .persons who wmt to benefit from the s-zrvices r'nd red, 
it would' become on "industry. " When services are re nd-red bp^ erou;/ 
of charitable individuals to them selves or other 'Out -of 
missionary zeal and 'purely charitable motives, there 
would hardly b^’ any ne d to invoke, the provisions of the 
Industrial Disputes tot to protect them. Such is not the 
type of persons who will raise such a disput'/ as workm'-n cr 
employees whatever they may be doing.
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This is'lsads one on to consider another .kind of Jsst.

It is that,;'where?r6r an industrial dis-pute could arise ’ 
between either ^employers'and their..vzorkmen or.betvzeen 
workmen and, workman, it should be considered an area 
within the sphere of ’ industrybut not otherwise, in ' - 
other vzards, the nature of the activity j?ill be determined 
by the conditions vzhich give rise to th^ likelihood of 
occurrence of such disputes and their actual occurrence in 
the sphere. This may be a pragmatic test. For example, 
a lawyer or a solicitor could not raise a dispute with his 
litigants in general on the footing that they were his 
employers. Nor could doctors" raise disputes with their 
patients on such a footing, j&gain, the personal character 
of the ■ relationship between- a doctor' and- his .assistant and 
a lawyer'‘arid his cle'rk' mhy be gof such a kind that--it requires 
complete confidence and harmony in the productive activity 
in ■which.'theyfmaygbe Cooperating sq that>. unless - the; g,. 
operations of the solicitor or the lawyer or the doo-tor 
take an organised and systematisad form of a .business or 
trade, employing a number of persons, in vzhich disputes

...could arise betyi'esn employers and their employ-sesr th-ey, 
would'ndt eriter'^the field of industry. : The same- type -of 
activity may'/phaye both industrial and non-indust rial 
aspects or sectors. ‘

I would also,.lik6 tb^/fflaks a few obs6rvations.,about 
the so called '*spyer6ign‘'pfunctions which have beengplaced 

'0utside ■ th^'f ieldtof ^industry'*, f \ do. not . feel happy about
• the use of thepterm ’’soverdign’’ hej?e. ;I. think. that-;th6- 

term ’sovereign’ shquld<be'reserved, technicallygand more
■ correctly^ for the sphere of<-ultimate decisions.:.Sovereignty 
. operatesgobi":^gsp:;^3?d3^n :Elan6;''oi;^dts- owng^
in’Keshvahdri^gBhafa^i’s edse’ supported by a quotation gg 
from Nrne’st-gBai^er ’s^J’Socia^ and^oliticalpTheq^^?^ 
the’ tei^ •''R^gai*^^-fromgwhichi tKe'terni "sovereign^ functions 
appears togbe 'derivedV^ seems; to‘be a misfit in a Republic 
where the citizen shares ths .political soyersignty, in^rwhich 
he has even a le^b shardV' hoWevef smaill, in ,as. much as 

rcises the right to vote.. What is meant by, th" use 
term "sovereign", in relation to the activities of 

the State, is mor' accurately brought out by using the * 
term "governm'ntal" functions although thzro: are. difficulties 

Government has entered largely
, only thos-w services 

are governed by separat-' rules and constitutional 
31.Q and 311 should, strictly 

the sphere of industry by 

n
, is mor' accurately brought c-'. 

"governm'ntal" functions although thzrc: 
here also in as much as the < 

fields of industry. Therefore 
which 
provisions, such as Article 
speaking, be excluded from 
necessary implication.

■-i am impre.ssed by
utility services which are

the- argument that- certain,, public 
car'rdLd.d out by governmental 

agencies or,corporations are- treated by the ;Act itself as 
within the sphere of industry. If express rules under 
other-enactments'govern; the relationship between the State 
as an employer and its servants as employees it may be 
contended, on the strength of such provisions, that a



particular set of employf^es are outside the scope of the 
industrial disputes Act for that reason. The special 
excludes the applicability of the general. We cannot forget 
that we havG- to determine' 'the meaning ■ of the term ’ industry* 
in the context of-and--for the /purposes of matters provided 
for in the in'dustrial Dispute's Act only.

I have contented myself with a .very brief and hurried 
outline , of- my: iine o^^sthlnk'ing ■ {^rtlyebecause I- am in agreement 
with ths' conclusiohs 'ofea^^^ brother Iyer and I also
endorse his reasoning almost wholly.,; but'^en more because 
the opinion I have dictated just now iqus.t" be "giyen today ;, < ; 
if i have to deliver it at all. Fromatomorrow l^ cease-to ‘ 
have any autho.ri'^ as a-Judge to deliver it.,-.Therefore,, 
r have*/really" no- time' to discuss bhe'large;.number;.o^hcases .

■ cit^d before; us, including'those on what-are known as 
"Soveraign” functions.

. ’I will., however, quote a passage from,Stats of 
Rajasthan V.' ,Msb.Vidyawati &Anr. where ;thigQdurtr, said//: 

"In this connection it has to be remembered that 
under the Constitution we have established a.welfare 

' state, whose'functions are not confined only to main
taining law and order but extend to engaging in all 
activities including industry, public transport, 
stat'- trading, to name only a few of them. In so 
far as the State activities have such wide remificat io ns 
involving not only the use- of Sovereign powers but 
also its powers as' employers in so many public sectors, 
it,is too much to claim that the State should be immune 
from the consequences of tortious acts of its employee^ 
committed in the course of„ their employment as such."

I may also quote another passage from Rajasthan 
State IBlectricity Board Vs. Mohan lal(l)* to show that the 
State today increasingly undertakes commercial functions 

. and aconomic activities and services’ as' part/of its duties 
in a welfare ■ sta^. The Court said there : '

. Under ■Che Conatitutioni^the: State is itself 
/ envisaged is having ths righ-t'to carry bn‘trad.e 

or business as mentioned in Act 19(l)(g) In 
Bart the State has be • n given ■fche same 
meaning as in Art.12 and one of the Directive • 
principles laid down in Act. 46. is that the state 
shall promote with special care ths educational 
and economic interests of the weaker sections of 
the people. The Stats, as defined inArt.12,is 
thus comprehanded to include bodies created for 
ths purpose of promoting the educational and 
economic inter-'-sts of the people. The State, as 
constituted by our Constitution, is further 
specifically empowered under Ar't.298to carry 
on any trade or business. The circumstances 
that the Board, under the Bleciaei’ty Supply Act 
is requix-'/d to carry on some activitl's of rhe 

nature of trade or commerce does not, therefore, 
give any indication tha’fc th- Board must be 
excluded from t'v scope of the word "stat-": " as 
used in Art,12."



HencGy to artificially exclude State run' industries 
from tbt sphere 'of the Act, unless statutory 'provisions, 
■expressly or hy'a necessary implication have that effect,-

■ . wp.uld 'not be .correct.' The question is one which can only ; 
be solved by more satisfactory legislation o'n it. Otherwise, 
Judges could only speculate and formulat' tests of "industry" 

. which ca-nnot satisfy all. Perhaps tos^'^tosatisfyall- 
isy.to.-.cry;,for,;.:thG.'r66m.v-e/-■ /'■■ -<’ -■■ -

■ Por the reasons-given above, I ind'brserthe'- opinion 
and the conclusions of my learned brother Krishna, Iyer.t ,'

I
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